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In fact, Zhang Fan also wants to cooperate with each other, especially between hospitals. After all, 

medical treatment is not only a technology, but also an idea. It can become the world's top specialized 

hospital, whether it's for money or for anything. 

 

They all have their merits, but Zhang Fan didn't directly agree, but gave the knife handle to Ouyang. In 

terms of surgical technology, Zhang Fan now does not need others to say that he will study it himself. 

 

Even disciplines that have not been opened in the system, such as obstetrics and Gynecology, have 

made some achievements. This thing is like doing math problems. 

 

I can't figure it out. When I don't figure it out, I can't do it. But once I figure it out, it's just a different 

level of proficiency. 

 

 

But in the contest of people's hearts, he really feels that he hasn't graduated yet. If he adds an interest 

to the contest of people's hearts, Zhang Fan feels that he doesn't see enough. 

 

 

This kind of world-class hospital not only has a lot of money, but also has a lot of things that money can't 

buy. Therefore, Zhang Fan will never open his mouth easily. If he wants more, he really wants to make 

zakstan shrink back. Where can he find such a good opportunity. 

 

 

But if you cut it lightly with one knife, not only Zhang Fan will regret it, but it is estimated that Ouyang 

will regret it for three years. Professional things are left to professional people. 

 

 

The old lady is not in the forefront of the hospital in terms of medical skills, but in terms of chopping, 

there are one in the whole hospital, which is not the opponent of others. 

 

 

So in an instant, Zhang Fan became a shy young man harmless to humans and animals. If before the 

operation, zakstan would definitely regard Zhang Fan as a little white rabbit. 

 

But now, he knows that this little white rabbit not only eats carrots, but also meat! It was once said that 

the Chinese had a fight with the Jews. 

 

 

He doesn't believe it. He thinks the Chinese can't compare with their nation. Now he understands. The 



people who said this in those years were definitely hurt by the Chinese people. 

 

The appearance of Chinese people is too confusing. If Zhang Fan yelled at the beginning, he would feel 

better, but from beginning to end, Zhang Fan looked at his performance with a smile like a crafty old 

man. He felt like a clown. 

 

 

The more you think, the more angry you are, the more you think, the more uncomfortable you feel. As 

the saying goes, when the wind is calm and the waves are quiet, take a step back, but the more zakstan 

wants to be angry, the more he tolerates, the more uncomfortable he is. 

 

At this time, the mouth guns also gathered around. If technology is not technology, they don't pay much 

attention, because they don't get rich by technology. 

 

But if we cooperate, it will be a big profit! 

 

"In fact, if we cooperate, we can also help. We..." 

 

Zakstan's anger, which he could not vent, broke out on the head of the muzzle gun! Getoffmyface。 

 

A few guns looked at zakstan with incredible expressions. My God! What about the gentleman? What 

about the agreed cooperation? Mother, this foreign professor can't keep his word! This foreign 

professor can swear too! 

 

How many years have they been with small officials and large powers? I didn't think they were so 

embarrassed here today! 

 

In fact, this is the charm of technology. Technology, as long as you are excellent, just like the 

international hard currency, whether men or women, whether their skin color is black or white, it will be 

recognized. 

 

However, sometimes rights are not necessarily. 

 

"Ha ha!" I don't know whether it's custom or deliberate. Zhang Fan smiled at these people. 

 

At this time, silence is better than sound! 

 

Lin Cong pulled Zhang Fan, "let's go!" He was worried that Zhang Fan would quarrel with these young 

people. Although not afraid, it is still troublesome after all. 

 

"Look, look at this little man's success. I bah! Go back and check to see if he has any declared scientific 

research projects. Don't want money! " 

 

One of the leaders pointed to Zhang Fan's back and his hands were shaking. 



 

"Yes, go back and have a good look. There will always be times when he cries!" 

 

In fact, there is no shortage of money in the tea vegetable city hospital. Moreover, Zhang Fan really 

doesn't have any declared scientific research projects. How did he even publish his papers? Where do 

the scientific research projects need funds! 

 

…… 

 

"President Chen, hurry to report to the European Academy and make the family ready." 

 

Zhang Fan's mind has not been on the mouth guns for a long time. He doesn't beg them. There's nothing 

to worry about. 

 

"OK, I'll call home now." Chen Sheng went over to make a phone call as he said. 

 

"Hehe, you boy, if you don't make a fuss, you will become a blockbuster! Didn't you go abroad with Lu 

Yuan. You didn't see it today. Lao Zhao's mouth is crooked. " 

 

Lin Cong said happily. Lao Zhao, who can make shuitanzi have to, is willing to. 

 

Orthopedics, in fact, is roughly divided into joints, spine and trauma. To tell the truth, shuitanzi is about 

the same as the world-class level. At most, the spine is slightly worse. 

 

But it's hard to say about fine orthopedics. In this regard, we can see from the fact that China's own top 

athletes go abroad for surgery. 

 

However, other people's orthopedics is still quite fierce. For example, Lin Cong can't lift his head when 

he is pressed by others. 

 

"Oh, director, I'm registered in orthopedics!" Zhang Fan smiled. 

 

"Hey, you are also a talent. Well, I won't tell you more. Come to Qingniao for a few days later and give 

us this fine surgery class. All right, I'm gone too. Don't mess with them if you're okay. There's no need. 

Also, I'll call Lu Yuan later. When we came, the old man was in a hurry. " 

 

"OK. Thank you, director. " Zhang Fan politely sent Lin Cong out of the hospital. People are here to help. 

You must be polite. As for Lao Zhao, he will take Wang Yanan and Xu Xian. I don't know where he has 

gone. 

 

Zhang Fan doesn't mind that Lao Zhao digs people at all. Those who can dig don't have to dig. They have 

already flown. After all, tea is in the frontier. They can't dig whatever they don't want to go. And he even 

hopes that shuitanzi can train more talents for him. It's quite comfortable to pick peaches. 

 



Seeing Lin Cong off, Zhang Fan is also ready to go home. Although Zhang Fan attended the annual 

meeting for the first time, he always felt that the taste was not very good. He wondered whether he 

could undertake such an annual meeting in the future? 

 

"Zhang Yuan, hey hey!" 

 

Zhang Fan is still thinking. When he turns around, the regional manager of Johnson & Johnson is glowing 

red, just like eating too much money and meat. 

 

The youth pimples in the corners of the mouth are row by row. In the stubble, it looks like a volcano to 

erupt. 

 

"What's the matter!" This guy is too close. The youth pimples at the corners of each other's mouth and 

the top white pus bolt are clearly reflected in Zhang Fan's eyes. Zhang Fan trembles all over! He took 

two steps back. It's too diaphragmatic. 

 

The regional manager of Johnson & Johnson is not excited. It was originally a meeting to find excuses to 

give gifts every year. As a result, it turned into a top-level annual meeting. According to today's 

situation, although it is slightly worse than that in the casino, it is much higher than other so-called 

annual meetings. 

 

He knows very well that it's all Zhang Fan's credit. Without Zhang Fan, they could have invited the co 

chair a and the chief doctors of some general hospitals at most. How can they think of this today? 

Almost half of the top orthopedic doctors in China have come. 

 

"Zhang Yuan, we have printed the high-definition picture of your anatomical map, and we are going to 

send a paper in your name. Hey, hey, can you bring the name of our company? " 

 

Zhang Fangang wants to talk. 

 

The guy immediately said, "don't worry, we're ready for the picture quotation fee!" 

 

"Oh? It's not necessary! " Zhang Fan didn't take it seriously. He thought he could have a few money. 

When the regional manager of Johnson & Johnson started talking about funds, Lao Gao and them 

pretended to talk and went away. 

 

"Necessary, necessary!" Johnson & Johnson's regional manager smiled and said, while giving a quotation 

contract, he also asked Zhang Fan to sign it. 

 

Zhang Fan wondered. This thing is quite formal. It's not too much trouble to have a few money. 

 

Zhang Fan took the pen and looked carefully. Darling, three pictures are 300000. 

 

"It's so easy. I'm only twenty or thirty thousand for my bitter Throwing Knife once. I didn't expect that it 



would be so expensive to draw three pictures!" Zhang Fan has a dog in his heart. 

 

"Don't let me make mistakes!" Although he was very surprised, Zhang Fan was not before. If he had 

never asked before, he would sign directly. 

 

But it's different now. It's not the time to wait for rice. 

 

"Hehe, a scholar is a scholar. You probably haven't sold papers. Anatomical maps at your level are 

published in advance. If you sell them to other doctors privately, you can't stop them at one finger. Even 

if you send your own paper, there may be a company that will invest. 

 

This is also our company's investment in your anatomy. I hope we can use your pictures for free in the 

future. Originally, I wanted to mention a few, but after all, you released the map without sending the 

paper first, so... " 

 

"It's okay, it's okay. It's good." Zhang Fan said in his heart while signing that I want to write a paper! 

 

"There is another thing. After this time, it is estimated that you will have more and more throwing 

knives. Can you use our company's equipment every time you throw a knife? " 

 

"This is a suitable instrument for you. I'm sure to use it. If it's not suitable, it's not necessary." 

 

"My good Zhang Yuan, I mean, as long as you have a throwing knife, let me know. No matter which city 

you are in, we will prepare equipment for you at the first time. You can rest assured that it is absolutely 

suitable. Even if it is not suitable, you can use any company you like, as long as you say hello to us in 

advance." 

 

Zhang Fan hesitated for a moment, and the regional manager continued: "Zhang Yuan, there is a signing 

fee ~! As long as you agree, I'll call the head office to apply for the maximum signing fee. " 

 

"Is there such an operation? Is this time to speak? How do you know my throwing knives will be more? " 

 

"Hey, Zhang Yuan, director Zhao of shuitanzi, our equipment is used for flying knives outside! As for 

throwing knives, please let me sell them. " 
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For any industry, you can't see through the industry without a certain height. In particular, many people 

are looking at flowers in the fog, as if it were clear or unknown. 

 

For example, Zhang Fan was. Earlier, Zhang Fan's technology seemed to have reached the front row of 

this line. In fact, what Zhang Fan saw was only a little bit of this industry. 



 

For example, in terms of scientific research, he doesn't understand that there are absolutely no less 

fishy things than clinical. This doesn't mean that the higher the education, the cleaner it is. Anyway, it is 

also a great lake with waves. 

 

To describe it in a particularly popular and vulgar sentence is the death of drought and waterlogging, 

which is particularly realistic and more realistic than clinical practice. If you don't do well in clinical 

practice, it's great, but if you don't do well in scientific research, to tell the truth, a doctor of medical 

research can't support himself if his income is not good. 

 

 

In fact, this is why many masters and doctors often play high-altitude flying people, because there is no 

way to go. When you enter the hospital, you can't do anything, engage in scientific research, and you 

can't see the future. So buying and selling papers and water papers are common. 

 

 

Therefore, when people gave him 300000, he was still very complacent. 

 

 

As long as you work hard and stick to it, it's still very simple to summarize this anatomical map. This is a 

hen laying golden eggs! 

 

 

There is an old saying in China that dog waves are sparse and human waves are unlucky. That's right. 

Zhang Fan hasn't finished his complacency and Langyi hasn't even reached his forehead. The old man of 

Qingniao called. 

 

"Where are you?" The old man asked knowingly. 

 

As soon as Zhang Fan heard the old man's bad tone, he quickly said, "Hey, master, I'm in Lianda. Today, 

lumbar L3-S1 (the third lumbar vertebra to the first sacral vertebra) adopts the inter lamina fenestration 

approach. This surgical method can significantly improve the surgical injury for the central spinal canal 

type protrusion and the protrusion of the subarticular region. 

 

Moreover, I can get my own anatomical decomposition map and publish it in * * JS (Journal of bone and 

joint, top orthopaedic journal! " 

 

 

Zhang Fan knew that his old man was very tired of the annual meeting and dealing with equipment 

manufacturers, so he quickly put out his achievements. He knew what the old man liked and didn't like. 

 

The meaning is also very obvious: old man, I'm not here to eat and drink. Look, although I haven't 



published papers in general foreign periodicals, I have published papers in orthopedics. Come and praise 

me! 

 

 

Lu at the other end of the phone almost couldn't help laughing. When the old man was young, he was 

very kind. As he got older and older, he seemed to become more and more stubborn, just like what 

people call a stubborn old man. 

 

Moreover, almost none of his students dared to laugh with the old man, which was Zhang Fan. 

 

 

After all, the age gap between Zhang Fan and the old man is too big. The relationship between master 

and apprentice is somewhat similar to that between master and grandson. 

 

"Come on, what are you proud of? You think I don't know that * * JS people go through the material 

mouth. Is it only your anatomical drawing that people's equipment manufacturers spend money on * * 

JS? Why didn't your new operation go to * * JS? People rely on your anatomy to develop new surgical 

instruments. You look so happy that you have never seen the world! " 

 

The old man broke the device manufacturer's mind at once. Of course, he let Zhang Fan fall from the 

mountain to the valley. 

 

Zhang Fan has nothing to say. Why does the old man know everything? No wonder he is not as famous 

as his martial uncle. He used to read journals of other disciplines every day! 

 

Zhang Fan murmured in his heart. Of course, if you want to return, you can't say that, "master, isn't 

there a beginning for everything? I've decided to listen to you in the future, read more journals, send 

more journals and embark on the road of scientific research. 

 

After all, scientific research is the right way. Light can operate. That's an surgeon! " 

 

What Zhang Fan said was especially solemn, as if the old man's education had an effect, and finally let 

Zhang Fan see the direction ahead, as if he found that the right path in the world is the vicissitudes of 

life. 

 

"You boy, you should have been like this for a long time. Did you have a lot of feelings at this meeting? 

Did you still be questioned by others even though you developed a new operation method? Was it a 

blow. 

 

In fact, this is because your academic status is too low. If you can publish a paper on surgical methods on 

* * JS. 

 

Look, who dares to question. Because only orthopedic Daniel can publish surgical papers on * * JS. Once 



published, it represents your authority in this field of surgery. 

 

OK, so I'm going to talk about you. If you have nothing to do all day, you like to participate in this kind of 

meetings without content. I didn't expect rag others to get your head through. It's an unexpected joy. " 

 

The old man talked a lot with Zhang Fan. 

 

In fact, what does Zhang Fan question about others. Say care, in fact, that's the same thing. The simplest 

idea of Zhang Fan is that you question what I can do, and you can't has the final say. 

 

But when Johnson & Johnson's regional manager came with 300000, Zhang Fan suddenly understood. 

It's so easy to make money, which is accumulated and summarized in the system at ordinary times. 

 

How many surgeries do you have to do at thirty if you fly a knife. So Zhang Fan felt that master was right 

and scientific research was the right way! 

 

After all, Zhang Fan is actually a layman, and he is not a scientific research dog climbing up pit by pit. His 

road is so flat that he doesn't have much strong desire to obtain honor and rights. But money for Zhang 

Fan, this thing hurt him too deeply, so it can move him most. 

 

If the old man knew that Zhang Fan was not the same, but was seduced by money, he would be angry to 

death. 

 

Let Zhang Fan ask for a red envelope and get a rebate. This problem was cured by Ouyang and Zhang 

Fan. 

 

People are like this. What is perfect is saints. In Zhang Fan's words, it's good to make money so easily 

through formal channels. It's really fragrant. 

 

Shaohua said that Zhang Fan has no hobbies. In fact, Zhang Fan still has hobbies. He loves food and 

money. Isn't this a hobby? But Shao Hua didn't find it. 

 

And, of course, Shaohua doesn't think her husband is a foodie. 

 

In the past, the word "eat goods" was a curse, just like saying "bucket". I don't know when it was 

gorgeous reincarnation. It has become a label of life. 

 

This shows a problem. In fact, Zhang Fan knew how to live very early, but we didn't think that this was 

just how to live at that time. 

 

After hanging up the old man's phone, Johnson & Johnson's regional manager immediately posted it. 

 

"Zhang Yuan, why don't you stay here for a few days? I've already contacted you. Recently, an ocean 

fishing ship came to Hong Kong. They came from Newfoundland fishing ground, nothing else, but cod is 



especially good. 

 

You are an expert gourmet. After they come to Hong Kong, you will give them some accessories. Is it as 

good as the legend? " 

 

For Zhang Fan, Johnson & Johnson's regional manager, although he has known each other for a short 

time, the number of contacts is not much. But what do people do? They specialize in doctors. 

 

Through several contacts, he found that Xiao Zhang Yuan loved to eat. But also picky, so it's their basic 

operation. 

 

Zhang Fan thought in his mind that the white, soft and tender COD was fried gently in the oil, a little 

golden, without any seasoning, just a little sea salt. 

 

Darling, put it into your mouth, the slightly charred skin burst in your mouth, and then the white, tender 

and fishy gravy rushed right and left on your taste buds with the delicious taste of the sea. Ouch, you 

don't have to think about it. Zhang Fan's mouth water is coming out. 

 

Fortunately, after Chen Sheng called Ouyang, he came over. Otherwise, Zhang Fan would be almost lost. 

 

"Zhang Yuan, after the report, the European court asked us to go home quickly. Hehe, the European 

Academy was very happy and said that she would meet us at the airport in person. " 

 

Zhang Fan smiled and nodded. He could only say sorry to Johnson & Johnson manager. 

 

Lao Gao also smiled. Lao Gao knows what Ouyang is doing without thinking. 

 

Definitely let people do hygiene and then pull the flag. 

 

Ouyang oppresses Lao Gao. It seems that Lao Gao doesn't oppress in vain. Lao Gao knows Ouyang quite 

well. 

 

Sure enough, when Ouyang finished answering Chen Sheng's phone, he was happy, threw down the 

watering pot and began to call. 

 

"Dean Ju, where is it? If the Department is not seriously ill, hurry to my office." 

 

"Secretary Ren, there are not enough staff in the Department. If you have time now, come to my office 

quickly. It's good! ~" 

 

Because of Ouyang's excited tone, Lao Ju thought there was a medical accident. Holding a corner of his 

white coat, he shouted as fast as a dog. 

 

Ren Li didn't slow down or worry when she arrived, because Ouyang said more that she was not in a 



hurry when there was a good thing. 

 

The hospital is like this. Once you don't make it clear, just one word. It's definitely not good. Therefore, 

the old lady Ouyang is still close and has something else. 

 

Just don't make it clear to Lao Ju! 

 

Then logistics, general affairs, medical department, security department, equipment department and 

nursing department. Anyway, almost all the leaders at home let Ouyang call to the office. 

 

"Everyone knows that your Zhang hospital has held the annual meeting of orthopedics?" Together, 

Ouyang began. 

 

Everyone nodded at the same time. 

 

Because although this matter is not on the paper media, it has been on the news of big media on the 

Internet, such as old waves and dumb tigers. Even the old houses that don't surf the Internet specially 

went to see it. 

 

After all, it's Zhang Fan! 

 

"Hehe, your Zhang hospital not only won the special Orthopaedic Hospital in Jinmao country in 

observing the operation, but also brought the president of the special hospital to us tomorrow. 

 

People come not for investigation or research, but for cooperation. They come to cooperate with us. 

 

Although they are the world's top orthopedic hospitals, they are a specialized hospital, not a general 

hospital. We don't have to underestimate ourselves. 

 

However, strategically, we despise the enemy, but tactically, we should pay attention to it. So we can't 

take it lightly and let Jinmao take advantage! " 

 

Chen Sheng said to Ouyang on the phone. Although he didn't give who won and who lost, he thought 

that as long as he didn't lose, he would win. 

 

Moreover, he told Ouyang that Jinmao wanted to take advantage of Zhang Fan. 

 

Ouyang is going to mobilize people to fight an ambush. In Ouyang's words, is to take advantage? There's 

no door. I'm looking around to take advantage of people. Can you take advantage of them? 

 

"The president of the Supreme People's court is not at home. Let the president of the government come 

out. After all, President Ju is a little familiar and must invite the boss. 

 

Secretary Ren is responsible for the mental outlook of the doctors and nurses in the hospital. We must 



explain it well. We can't let the golden spies hear about our reality. Don't look at foreigners and say 

anything regardless. If anyone smashes the hospital's job, I'll smash his job. I'm not kidding! 

 

The director of the general affairs office organized people to wipe all the plaques hanging at the door of 

our hospital. If there is a place, hang all the plaques that have not been hung before. 

 

From the equipment section... " 

 

For a time, Ouyang began to dig a hole. 

 

Anyway, Ouyang has made up his mind this time. Isn't your golden hair's special orthopedics very 

powerful and rich? If you want cooperation, no problem. If you want technology, it's OK. 

 

Our Chinese doctors are very generous. I'll give you whatever you want. 

 

But we also have to pay attention to reciprocity. No, the old lady is ready for everything and waits for 

zakstan to come. 
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After a day's rest, Zhang Fan and zakstan boarded a non-stop plane to tea vegetable. 

 

Zakstan is also determined. He is deeply afraid that Zhang Fan will go back on his word. 

 

Among the group were Johnson & Johnson's regional managers. This guy is really interested this time. 

Although we paid attention to it before, it hasn't reached the point of attention. 

 

This time, manager Johnson & Johnson really appreciated Zhang Fan's power, so this time he nominally 

accompanied Zhang Fan to tea vegetable. In fact, he went to tea vegetable to open a branch. 

 

 

Johnson & Johnson has a branch in the northwest of China only in roujiamo city of Shaanxi city, not even 

the bird market. This time, people plan to directly set up a Johnson & Johnson branch in China in chasu. 

 

 

On the plane, zakstan and Zhang Fan sat together. They were in first class. 

 

 

Originally, Zhang Fan and his family travel in economy class. Because of his level, he can only reimburse 



economy class. It's not that Zhang fan can't afford to sit. It's mainly that Zhang Fan feels a little lost in 

first class. 

 

 

This may be the difference between the medical sector and the financial sector. For example, there are 

few doctors flying knives in first class, not even in business class. Almost all economy class. 

 

Who paid for the ticket? It's the patient. 

 

When he learned that other people's golden haired zakstan was in first class, Chen Sheng was not 

happy, so he quickly changed Zhang Fan to first class. 

 

But Lao Gao is here. Zhang fan can't go to first class by himself, so Chen Sheng gnawed his teeth and 

changed Lao Gao to first class. Because according to Lao Chen's understanding, the competition 

between special orthopedics and tea vegetable people's hospital has begun at this time. 

 

 

Wang Yanan pouted, "Chen Yuan, you are too stingy!" 

 

If other doctors talk, Lao Chen will give us a hard and simple party lesson. 

 

But Wang Yanan is Zhang Fan's female disciple. It is said that he is still a senior disciple. 

 

 

Don't look at the monk's face, look at the Buddha's face, "there's no ticket, there's no ticket, or I'll 

change it to the front for you. Tell me, when did you lose money with your Uncle Chen!" 

 

Lao Chen fooled Wang Yanan casually. His mind was all on zakstan around Zhang Fan. 

 

 

Ouyang has explained that if you can know more, you can know more. After all, if you know more, you 

may be able to cut deeper. These are real gold and silver. 

 

Zhang Fan and zakstan are chatting without a word. Although it looks like gossip, zakstan will be blown 

up by Zhang Fan. 

 

Zhang fan can speak what he wants to know and understand in English. Although he stumbles, he can 

still express his meaning clearly. 

 

But when it was zakstan's turn to ask him if he wanted to know and Zhang Fan didn't want to say it, 

Zhang Fan began to pretend that he didn't understand! 

 



It's really wilting and bad advice. Zuckerstein's gums are swollen. It is estimated that zakstan has scolded 

Zhang Fan countless times with the words beginning with F in his stomach. 

 

The plane crossed the snow capped mountains and flew from the east to the west of China. 

 

The plane finally landed at chasu airport. 

 

Zhang Fan gets off the plane, darling. Ouyang Lane's pomp is too fierce. I don't know which mine owner 

borrowed a few big Mercedes benzs, but also got out the long red flag of the government's reception 

leaders. 

 

The black motorcade makes people feel that the tea vegetable city hospital is not a hospital but a bank. 

 

Ouyang actually means the same. It would be nice if he could send 120 people, let alone pick up Zhang 

Fan. 

 

But this time, the old lady directly wanted to build the hospital into a local tyrant. Anyway, I have 

money. I don't need money. I want to spend a little money to send me away. There's no door. 

 

That is, there is no better car for tea. Originally, Ouyang was going to get out of the plane. Although the 

tea vegetable airport did not allow the helicopter of the tea vegetable hospital to fly over, is this still a 

matter? 

 

It is mainly the rescue plane of tea vegetable that makes Ouyang dress up like the commuter car of an 

advertising company. Ouyang is also a little embarrassed and shows off. 

 

But I'm sure the plane will fly a few laps in the hospital. No, Fei is not Ouyang anymore. 

 

People's habits are terrible. This thing has a good side and a bad side. 

 

As soon as the leaders of tea vegetable listened to what meeting the municipal hospital was going to 

hold, they had to participate. The boss of tea vegetable wanted to go back to the bird market. 

 

It's mainly the tea vegetable hospital. It's terrible now. In the past, he could suppress Ouyang, but now 

there is no way. Ouyang always brings the leaders to her office. The word in the office is Ouyang's magic 

weapon to scare the leaders! 

 

It was originally agreed that the tea element will no longer allocate funds to the hospital, and the tea 

element hospital will not have to turn over the income of foreign patients seeking medical treatment in 

the people of tea element city. 

 

As a result, Ouyang refused to turn it in. Ouyang recognized it without funding, but she said the hospital 

did not recognize it. 

 



Lao Gao came to the government every day, just like the one above. When he saw the leaders, he said 

that the tea vegetable government did not repay its debts. Finally, the government had to allocate half 

of the money, which was tears. And now it is said that Zhang Fan is also on the list of general managers, 

and the tea vegetable hospital exists. 

 

Therefore, when he heard that the leaders of the tea vegetable hospital were invited to attend, the 

leaders of the tea vegetable hospital became big. He felt that the tea vegetable hospital would ask for 

money again, which became a conditioned reflex. 

 

This is habit. Let's talk about the common people's habit of treating colds. Zhang Fan met such a patient 

when he was transferred from the respiratory department. 

 

Needless to say, the girl was very beautiful. It was late autumn at that time. Her tall figure was wearing a 

black woolen half split skirt, and her slender legs were wearing tight black pantyhose, which was shining 

slightly. 

 

The breeze blows, the skirt dances with the wind, and the waist with beautiful hair twists with the 

autumn wind. If there are falling golden leaves. Really, how to look, how to make people feel that this is 

a kind of scenery. 

 

But when the girl approached, the beauty disappeared. Because the girl coughed like a patient with 

tuberculosis. It was like coughing out her lungs. 

 

The doctor said to the girl, it's cold. Wear more. The girl wears clothes for her figure as if she has no 

money to buy clothes at home. 

 

The doctor said that if you have a cold, don't take antibiotics easily. As a result, all the girls with a lot of 

money took cefepime. To be honest, in the hospital, doctors who are not vice senior titles do not give 

way. 

 

As a result, the girl didn't know where to buy it. She ate it. When it was cold and the season changed, it 

was like a moving trembling machine. 

 

What disease is a cold. 

 

In fact, there are two kinds of colds, the common cold and the flu. 

 

Moreover, most colds are caused by viruses, whether it's the common cold or the flu. So, you eat 

antibiotics not only useless, but also eat antibodies against other bacteria. 

 

If it's a common cold, to be honest, just drink some boiled water and wait for self-healing. 

 

If it's the flu, you need symptomatic treatment. 

 



What is the common cold and what is the flu. To tell the truth, not to mention people who are not 

generally engaged in the medical industry, even some doctors can't tell. 

 

However, Zhang Fan knew that his internal medicine was bad, so when he was in the respiratory 

department, he solidly passed the internal medicine. 

 

In the words of Zhang Fan: 

 

The common cold makes the patient a little tired, a little sleepy, lazy and have no appetite. Of course, if 

you are lazy, you can eat three or four pig hooves for a meal. This is not a cold. This is laziness. 

 

The biggest difference is that the flu is infectious, while the common cold is generally not infectious. 

 

Many people quickly cool down as soon as they have a fever. In fact, they don't care if it doesn't exceed 

38 degrees five. Just drink water and protect their heads with a warm towel. 

 

What is fever? Fever is actually that the nervous system in the body raises the temperature, because it 

also finds foreign viruses laughing and having children in the body. 

 

So it raises its temperature. In fact, the virus is similar to people. If the weather is more than 40 degrees, 

people don't have the mind to pop. 

 

So, remember!! Don't take antibiotics easily when you have a cold. Don't take antitussive drugs easily. 

Antibiotics are not omnipotent drugs! Please get rid of this habit. Just like the leaders of the tea 

vegetable government, don't always treat the tea vegetable hospital as asking for money. People now 

have the ability to go out and find food by themselves! 

 

When the tea vegetable leader hesitated and hesitated and wanted to go to the bird market for a 

meeting, the morning news of the central mother's ten sets came out that day. 

 

The leader was relieved when he saw it. He went to the tea vegetable hospital in a powerful suit. 

Chapter 1064 

 

 

In terms of scale, of course, if the city hospital of tea vegetable is placed in the whole country, it is not 

enough. 

 

Not to mention the top hospitals and several military hospitals in the capital and magic capital, the 

university affiliated hospitals in some cities are not comparable to tea vegetable hospitals. 

 

Moreover, there is also known as the largest hospital on earth, with almost tens of thousands of beds 

and an area of more than two Tiananmen Square. How big is this? There is no loss in getting several bus 



routes in the hospital. 

 

After all, the tea vegetable government really has no money. If Ouyang didn't collect a little bit like a 

groundhog and want to eat more everywhere, the tea vegetable hospital would really not develop. 

 

 

Although it can not be compared with the hospitals in developed provinces, if the tea vegetable hospital 

is placed in the border province, it can be regarded as a giant. 

 

 

Now the bird city health system has a meeting, not to mention the tea vegetable hospital. For example, 

some provincial capital doctors go to the countryside to provide support every year. But now the 

hospital in bird city is embarrassed to send someone to support. 

 

 

Because there is no way to support them now. The liver and gallbladder research center of other 

people's general surgery and the intestinal tumor jointly researched with Marubeni now. Even many 

experts in the intestinal tract of general surgery in the bird's day try to get involved and put up a name. 

 

 

Don't the doctors of the general public be shy to ask them to go for tea vegetable support? 

 

There is also the chasu children's disease research center. Although it is not as dazzling as the chasu 

general foreign liver and gallbladder Research Center, the units that others cooperate with are more and 

more powerful. 

 

 

Burn center, it is estimated that after Li Cunhou's materials are applied to the clinic, the burn center of 

tea is definitely the Key Laboratory of China. 

 

There is also the first aid center of tea vegetable. Although there are no people, there are no topics 

released now. You can look at other people's equipment and the largest rescue aircraft in Asia. It is said 

that the army envies to fly aircraft for others to understand the performance of the aircraft. 

 

Is this still a regional hospital? 

 

Therefore, it is easy for hospitals in niaoshi not to discuss tea. In fact, Ouyang's idea now is to say 

whether it is strong or not. This is not her task, because the hospital is strong enough under her ability. 

 

As for going up again, it's Zhang Fan's business. Don't look at the old lady's overbearing. She doesn't 

speak any truth, just like an unreasonable mother. 



 

 

In fact, the old lady is a thief. Now her stall is so large that if she says something bad, she rashly gives it 

directly to the tea vegetable government. The government has to weigh whether it dares to take it or 

not. 

 

In order not to let Zhang Fan run away in the future, Ouyang now makes the hospital bigger and bigger 

as much as possible. This is the old lady's careful thinking. It can be regarded as her own ideal. 

 

 

Therefore, before Zhang Fan and others got on the plane, Ouyang had sent someone to make a huge 

golden plaque of the orthopaedic disease research center. 

 

This thing has a name. It has to have a place. For example, the children's Institute, although small, has a 

separate office space six stories high. 

 

It goes without saying that the liver and gallbladder Research Center for general foreign studies is not as 

big as surgery, but it has become a climate. 

 

Not to mention the emergency center, the big plane dressed up is very conspicuous. 

 

When listening to Chen Sheng's report, Ouyang thought, how to cut a knife. 

 

Let them get a department for tea vegetarians like chopping balls? Ouyang thinks it's a little too cheap. 

The old lady asked several orthopedic doctors for information. 

 

When I told the orthopedic doctors about the special orthopedic hospital, the orthopedic doctors stood 

up and looked up in awe. After asking again, the orthopedic doctors told Ouyang that the patients in the 

special orthopedic department were Dayao level athletes and gates level entrepreneurs. 

 

This time, Ouyang has a spectrum in his heart. He is not afraid that you have money, but that you have 

no money! 

 

Therefore, Ouyang directly asked Lao Ju to vacate the Second Affiliated Hospital and the Third Affiliated 

Hospital. Then a few glittering characters high by one person were hung on the roof of the third tea 

vegetable courtyard. 

 

At that time, Lao Ju was a little puzzled. He didn't tell Ouyang that they were both directors of internal 

medicine, and one couldn't see the other. Although Ouyang has pressed Lao Ju, Lao Ju still feels that his 

Kazakh English is better. 

 

"Secretary Ren, do you think it's a waste to set up an orthopedic department in such a large place. You 

say it's not good to set up a comprehensive heart and lung research center? " 

 



Ren Li knows that there must be a reason for Zhang Fan, because without Zhang Fan, she can't get 

money. 

 

Ren Li smiled and gave advice to Lao Ju, "surgery has two centers. It's time to set up an internal 

medicine research center. This matter still needs to be told to Zhang Yuan. 

 

When Zhang Yuan comes back, we will seize the opportunity this time. " 

 

"Oh, I see!" Old Ju nodded his head. Then go straight back to the third hospital. 

 

"Move, move everything you can to the second hospital." Just like the devil entered the village, if it were 

not for the doors and windows, it would be too late. It is estimated that even the doors and windows 

could be moved away. 

 

Then an empty hospital stayed where it was. The white sky was really more ghost than the ghost house. 

It was scary to pass by. It is conceivable how thoroughly Dean Ju moved. 

 

Zakstan and his party finally came to the tea vegetable hospital and finally met Zhang Fan's superior. 

 

But when he saw Ouyang, zukstan's heart clicked. 

 

Short is a tall, thin body. The shining eyes are embedded in the triangular eyes. How do you look like a 

refined wolf. 

 

Although the old lady is the shortest in a group of people, the most dazzling one is the old lady. 

 

Ouyang is absolutely stable in terms of his momentum. 

 

Zakstan finally seemed to understand that Zhang Fan was so young and difficult because he saw Ouyang. 

 

He and Ouyang should be the same kind of people. So, when the eyes of each other converge, zakstan 

knows that he can't fool. 

 

In front of the motorcade and luxury motorcade, there was no deliberate greeting or deliberate 

hypocrisy. 

 

Meeting is steel knife to iron piece. 

 

"Dr. zakstan is in a hurry. We will arrange the negotiations between the two sides as soon as possible." 

 

People's feet are down-to-earth. Ouyang is ready to be caught off guard. 

 

"No, no, no, China is a civilized country for thousands of years, and the flight time is too long when I 

come. I'll have a rest first, see the hospitable and generous China, and then negotiate with you." 



 

Zukstein was so anxious that he was about to drill into the pot, but he didn't worry at all at this time. 

Ouyang didn't care and smiled. 

 

Then the team took zakstan and them into a hotel that could contract tea vegetable government 

meetings. 

 

Then Ouyang led the team and dodged. On the side of the tea vegetable government, the leaders in 

charge of health were almost crying. 

 

Ouyang can run, but the government boss can not come. 

 

He can't. now he's a receptionist. 

 

…… 

 

"Leader, Dean, what shall we do now?" In the car, Zhang Fan and Ouyang are in the special car of the 

government boss. 

 

"Hehe, president Zhang is president Zhang. If you don't do it, it's extraordinary!" The government boss 

must be embarrassed to help out. 

 

So he gave the topic to Ouyang. He is also a chicken thief. Otherwise, why did he pull Ouyang and Zhang 

Fan into his car. 

 

Ouyang smiled, "what's the hurry? You've been on a business trip for so long. Go home and have a rest 

first. We're not in a hurry now. " 

 

"Yes, yes, yes, you can't be in a hurry. You can't wait! I heard that their hospital has a manufacturing 

enterprise cooperating with Johnson & Johnson. Annual profits can reach tens of billions of dollars. " 

 

Boss Cha Su said his demands while beating the drum. 

 

That means, don't worry about your hospital, we should also think about it. 

 

"Ho ho!" Zhang Fan smiled and said nothing. 

 

"Leadership, our appropriation..." sure enough, Ouyang's eyes stood up and turned to complain. 

 

"Ouch, my president, as long as we can get things done this time, is there still a problem with the 

funding of your hospital?" 

 

The tea vegetable leader smiled bitterly, shook his head and thought to himself that he would not eat 

these two losses at all. 



 

"OK, just have a leader. We can still take the overall situation into account. After all, Zhang Fan, 

president Zhang is still an excellent Party member! " 

 

Ouyang nodded and said approvingly. Zhang Fan is just a model worker, where is the provincial 

outstanding Party member! 

 

Ouyang not only wants money, but also 

 

Tea has entered the late summer and early autumn, and the weather has obviously cooled down. 

Although the autumn tiger will meow for a while at noon, in the evening, the temperature will have to 

make people put on their coats. 

 

In fact, in terms of comfort, the tea element at this time is the most appropriate time. Many tourists 

come to the frontier in summer or winter. 

 

Perhaps lament the dryness and heat of the frontier, or lament the cold of the frontier. Then when I 

returned to my city, I felt cheated because I didn't eat Hami melon or grapes. 

 

Even if you eat it, you don't feel as delicious as the fruit in the supermarket at your door. 

 

It's actually less than the season. 

 

Autumn is the season when fruits are on the market in the border areas. There are rows of fruits on the 

market. 

 

The earliest is apricot. The Yellow apricot with big fist and soft apricot meat are sour and sweet, which 

can really satisfy people's appetite. 

 

Then there is Zaosu pear. This kind of pear pays attention to thin skin and more water, so it is not 

suitable for long-distance transportation. It can only be sold on the planting land. 

 

Although it's not famous, it's not as famous as fragrant pear, but it tastes no worse than fragrant pear. 

When eating this kind of pear, you can't eat it in a big bite. If you take a beautiful bite, the juice can 

spray your face. 

 

Pears are peaches and watermelons. Almonds with frontier characteristics are known as flat peaches. 

Zhang Fan disliked them and said they were flattened peaches. 

 

Grapes and cantaloupe came on the market immediately. 

 

It can be said that when grapes and Hami melon are on the market, the sweetness of melons and fruits 

is floating in the city. 

 



Zuckerstein ate the sweet melon, but the corners of his mouth blistered. These two days, although in 

the name of rest and tourism, he was not idle. First, he got to know Zhang Fan and Ouyang. 

 

Don't know, don't know, this understanding, zuckerstein eats melons in his mouth are bitter. 

Chapter 1065 

 

 

On the surface, zakstan travels around the tea plant to see the scenery. In fact, he is implementing the 

situation of Zhang Fan and Ouyang. Because he thinks Ouyang is harder to fool than Zhang Fan. 

 

He's not stupid. Although he can't fool Zhang Fan and Ouyang, he thinks he can fool others. Because 

there is a precedent for doctors to fool laymen. 

 

The number of deaths of great doctors is definitely higher than that of great generals. Many years ago, a 

famous philosopher was cheated by a doctor. 

 

This is mainly because the more professional people tell lies, the more serious they are. Moreover, 

people can't tell the true from the false. Let's say yogurt didn't sell well in those years, and the 

manufacturers of Jinmao were in a hurry. 

 

 

I don't know if the yogurt was not made well, or the taste buds of golden hair were different. Yogurt is 

not easy to sell. If it's in China, do you still need to advertise sour and sweet? 

 

 

As a last resort, the yoghurt seller invited the Nobel laureate to advertise. 

 

 

The old man didn't take money for nothing, but also did some work. Start directly with lactic acid 

colonies, what can regulate the intentional flora, what can increase the intentional flora, enhance 

immunity, and prevent cancer. 

 

 

In fact, it is a routine to sell vitamins with golden hair. The only difference between Shuian flower yogurt 

and milk is that it can make people who are lactose intolerant eat dairy products. 

 

 

The rest of the anti-cancer longevity is the IQ tax set by others that year. 

 



There are foreign ones, but there are also many domestic ones. At the beginning of the rise of 

intervention, a military enterprise in China was, frankly, an enterprise making aircraft and rockets. 

 

 

This enterprise started a business of endocardium. To tell the truth, at that time, the intervention of the 

whole world was just beginning. In terms of technology, although people who built aircraft could not 

beat Boeing and Airbus, they could beat you like Johnson & Johnson. 

 

As a result, I didn't know what was going on. Suddenly one day, someone said that those who built 

airplanes and rockets didn't do their job. Then I packed the business and sold it! 

 

 

Then more than ten years later, the Chinese heart valve started from scratch and learned a little bit, 

because the golden hair they sold was too expensive! 

 

That's what zakstan thinks now. Can't he fool experts or officials? 

 

He gave Zhang Fan and Ouyang a show of hiding. Because he thinks that with this technology, 

administrative intervention can occur at a small cost? 

 

It's better to find someone to buy it than to make it yourself. Your own research may not be successful. 

It's better to hand it over to others. There are no risks and benefits. 

 

The first day zakstan arrived at the tea plant. Yangma technology channel made a special report on the 

annual meeting of orthopedics. 

 

Chinese people are still very polite. The Yangma technology channel didn't mention the competition or 

whose surgery was done well. 

 

It is said that China has been at the forefront of the world in orthopedics. 

 

Moreover, the photos of Zhang Fan and zakstan were enlarged and close-up for the audience to see 

again. 

 

For ordinary people, even orthopedic doctors do not pay much attention. 

 

However, Zhang Fan's family and tea vegetable hospital are different, just like the new year. 

 

"Ah, little stone is finally on TV this time. It's still the central mother's channel. Ouch!" Zhang Fan's 

mother keeps calling with the phone. 

 

Relatives and friends, Zhang Fan's mother wants to inform them all. 

 



"Wow, is your Zhang Fan on TV? Why didn't you put on makeup? I'm very energetic at that time. How 

do you look like you want to fight with someone? Your eyes are very fierce. With a black face, it's really 

like fighting! " 

 

Shaohua took Jia SuYue to watch the replay. As a result, Jia SuYue said that he was also very puzzled. 

Didn't he say that he had to make up on TV? 

 

But he said, "you don't understand. It's called jiongyoushen, okay!" 

 

Not only Zhang Fan, but also several orthopedic doctors of catechin were on TV this time. 

 

Wang Yanan, in particular, is particularly bright among a group of men. 

 

"Come on, look, look, Asian man, my God, Asian man!" Two people yelled. 

 

"Asian men are back. Why are they still in the hospital. Your family is too unreasonable. " 

 

"Don't talk about ya Nan. Zhang Fan came back and took a look, and then left again." 

 

Shaohua said sadly. 

 

In fact, Zhang Fan was supposed to rest, but zakstan is not a fuel-efficient lamp. He stole things outside, 

so Zhang Fan had to discuss countermeasures with everyone in the hospital. 

 

Zakstans are in the tea plant, but his backup team is not idle. Manchuria is looking for people who can 

come forward to take care of the tea plant hospital. 

 

Tea element is also very nervous. In particular, Ouyang, although she looked calm and comforted Zhang 

Fan, in fact, the old lady had no bottom in her heart. She was really afraid and suddenly ordered 

 

As a result, the tea vegetable hospital was nervous for three days. These three days didn't happen at any 

time. On the third day, Ouyang received a call. 

 

"The leader said that the tea vegetable hospital showed the spirit of the Chinese people. The general 

office is in charge of what you should do. " 

 

As soon as the phone is answered, it's amazing. 

 

There is no room for Ouyang in the tea area. 

 

"Isn't he trying to do something? Let's make it bigger. Copy the video of the annual meeting and send it 

to the top orthopaedic hospitals that can be contacted. You can send invitations for cooperation. It's 

impolite to come without going! " 

 



The old lady patted the table and sent the task quite arrogantly. 

 

Zakstan waited for three days, and finally his backup team gave back the information. 

 

But the news is not very good, that is: it's uncertain. No one in the Chinese system will take this job! 

 

He's crazy. Why doesn't anyone take this job? Do you dislike the lack of money or what's going on! 

There's not enough money. We can add it. 

 

"Zach, we'd better negotiate. According to the hints of our partners, Zhang Fan seems to be the Godson 

of a big man. This news is very secret. You won't know it until you have a certain status! " 

 

Zactan cried, "China is too dark. How can you just take someone as a Godson! Even if you have good 

skills, you can still operate like this. " 

 

The bad news is not just one. 

 

Then, zukstan also knew Ouyang's operation. 

 

All the world's top orthopedic hospitals have received invitations from Ouyang. 

 

Zakstan's face is green. 

 

…… 

 

"The old lady is going to bid!" Zhang Fan and Lao Gao are busy chatting in the office. 

 

"The atmosphere is really the atmosphere. Although I didn't stand up to her before, I was also 

unconvinced. But this time, I really admire it. 

 

This woman is so generous! The means are too high. " 

 

Lao Gao shook his head! 

 

"Is everyone in orthopedics ready?" The two chatted behind their backs. After a while, Ouyang, who was 

excited, called Zhang Fan. 

Chapter 1066 

 

 

One family has women, and a hundred families beg. 

 

Ouyang is now creating this state. It's all from here. She hasn't seen anything. 



 

She really can't keep up with the technology, and it's still surgical technology. 

 

But the old lady knew the heart, so the simultaneous interpreting of the big operation video was just like 

a leaflet, and Chen Sheng was sent out with a group of small officers. 

 

But every hospital that is a little famous in orthopedics sent out a good one. Lao Chen and several young 

officers are tired of their tongues. What is medicalpark in Germany (the No. 1 orthopedic hospital in 

Europe) and AO (internal fixation Association) in Switzerland. 

 

 

Domestic will not let go, in fact, now is to create a prosperous scene. I'm worried that zakstan asked for 

negotiations in advance. 

 

 

While calling Zhang Fan, the old lady imagined that hospitals all over the world were crazy. Everyone is 

furious: we want to cooperate with the tea vegetable hospital. You can mention the conditions at will. 

 

 

No, we are bound to win. We will add 20% on their basis! 

 

Then they should not only choose, but also choose the best. Moreover, the most important thing is that 

not only the hospital has developed, but also it has become famous, and the leaders know themselves. 

 

 

"President Ouyang, how did you develop a hospital in a remote area into a world-class hospital? Do you 

have any experience in this field? Do you have anything to say to the hospital colleagues in China? " 

 

 

The host surnamed Shui looked at Ouyang admiringly with a look at the president of other countries! 

Then the leaders specially asked Ouyang to be the president of the golden mean hospital or digital 

hospital. 

 

Ouyang's heart is tangled. Is it better to go to the golden mean, or to go to the digital hospital, or to stay 

in the tea vegetable hospital and lead the tea vegetable hospital out of the universe? 

 

 

Ouyang thought, and the corners of his mouth turned up. The old lady began to dream in broad daylight. 

It's too rare. In fact, the main reason is that the shock to the old lady is too powerful. 

 



Special orthopedics, this hospital is like Mayo. Although it is not as famous as Mayo, people's position in 

orthopedics is definitely more solid than Mayo. 

 

 

The number one in the world is coming. Why don't you come quickly? Tea vegetable hospital, let alone 

the first in the world, could not even invite the first in China before. 

 

So the old lady was a little floating. However, dreams are dreams. It's still very old-fashioned to start. 

 

After a while, Zhang Fan, Lao Gao, Chen Sheng, Ren Li and jumabek all came to the president's office. 

 

The old lady is in a good mood today. When she sees a group of her men, she doesn't have to get up and 

make tea and pour water. 

 

"Sit down, sit down. Everyone is tired these days. Hold on. A few days will be the day of victory. " 

Ouyang said with a smile, pouring water for several people. 

 

"What does the government say?" Lao Gao asked. This is only appropriate if Lao Gao asks. 

 

"Oh, don't worry, the government won't participate this time, only dividends." Ouyang smiled 

mysteriously. She didn't tell others. She received a call from the general office. In Ouyang's words, your 

level is not enough! 

 

Lao Gao listened and nodded. He knew Ouyang's temperament very well. Otherwise, he would have 

been sent to the government demonstration. 

 

As soon as Juma Buick saw that Lao Gao didn't speak, he quickly said: "European hospital and Zhang 

hospital, this time we are dealing with world-class hospitals. Although we seem to catch up with others, 

they are all a flash in the pan and a mirage. 

 

Without a solid internal medicine, everything is a building on the beach! " 

 

Ouyang's eyes were askew, his mouth was askew, and he said in his heart, "this son can say so many 

idioms! It seems that someone has taught me. " 

 

"All right, all right. Before the birds came down, they discussed whether to barbecue or stew. It's a little 

early! " Although Ouyang said to jumabek, he looked at Ren Li. 

 

Ren Li smiled and admitted it. Ouyang will not be investigated. She doesn't want to develop internal 

medicine, but none of the internal medicine is as young as Zhang Fan. 

 

"Zhang Yuan, do you think we have sent enough invitations and prepared enough? I've said hello to the 

tea government. 

 



The government Hotel vacated all my rooms. The city recently suspended some unimportant meetings 

just to make way for us. " 

 

Although Ouyang was stating one thing at that time, the pride on his face was still obvious. 

 

Before Zhang Fan spoke, Chen Sheng quickly said, "Oh, it's all the credit of the two squad leaders. Such a 

large scale, let alone our tea vegetable, it's estimated that we haven't met any hospitals in bird city." 

 

With that, I didn't say much, just a very proud expression! Ouyang eats this set. 

 

"Hey, we can't say that. We have made some achievements, but we can't be proud. We should continue 

to work hard!" 

 

The two sang in unison, which suddenly burst Ouyang's satisfaction. 

 

"Ha ha!" Zhang Fan smiled“ Dean, it's estimated that more people will come at home, but it's hard to say 

foreign ones! In fact, there is no need to vacate a hotel. 

 

What does the government say about our hospital? " 

 

As soon as Ouyang waved her hand, she became Zhang fanqian! 

 

"It's better to have more than less. You can't be so implicit now. You are no longer an ordinary Dean, but 

a world-famous Dean, a famous doctor and expert. 

 

You should have the style and confidence of an expert. You can't always look heartless! " 

 

Zhang Fan didn't say anything. Ouyang was unhappy! After glancing at Zhang Fan, he continued: "this 

opportunity is bigger. It's the once-in-a-century opportunity for our tea vegetable hospital. We can't be 

sinners in the hospital! 

 

So... " 

 

Ouyang said here, his eyes turned around and looked at several people. 

 

She said in a deep voice, "therefore, we must unite closely and cooperate closely. These days, no matter 

who can't contact people in other hospitals in private. 

 

Dean Zhang doesn't want to go anywhere recently. I've stopped all throwing knives. It's best to contact 

some orthopedic spine patients from bird market these days. When necessary, we don't talk in vain. Let 

them see! 

 

Dean Gao, you have worked harder recently. You must keep an eye on a group of orthopedic doctors. 

Secretary Ren...... " 



 

After arranging the work, Ouyang began the important play. 

 

"What shall we order with the special hospital?" The old lady smiled like a fox who stole honey. Her hair 

was shiny. 

 

As soon as they said this, Juma Buick, who was originally worried, were not worried. They all looked at 

Zhang Fan, and even Ouyang stared at Zhang Fan. 

 

"Large equipment..." Zhang Fan pondered. 

 

Ouyang immediately said, "the of the headquarters will not be considered at present. The Second 

Affiliated Hospital has been vacated. You're busy these days. I didn't bother you. The dean of the house 

has been in the second hospital every day these days, just like the manager of the moving company. 

 

The second hospital is empty and lacks everything. You should think about it. Don't worry. This matter is 

too urgent! " 

 

Ouyang is deeply afraid that Zhang Fan is not considerate. 

 

Several people from the tea vegetable hospital gathered together to rehearse the stolen goods 

distribution meeting, and the tea vegetable government is also holding such a meeting. 

 

"Tell me, tell me, how did Ouyang lead the team? The team is so tough that it won't suffer any loss. We 

must not let her fool us this time. Everyone talks. " Boss Cha Su seems to have been greatly wronged. In 

fact, he is happy in his heart. 

 

The leaders in charge of industry were impatient: "our new border trade zone has been established for 

more than half a year, and we don't even have a decent enterprise. Either sell jade or sheep skins. 

 

Is it necessary to set up a new area on such a scale? A vegetable market can handle things, so, monitor, I 

think we should do some high and new technology this time. 

 

Our tea vegetable hospital has come to the front. We can rely on the tea vegetable hospital to engage in 

medical high-tech enterprises. " 

 

To tell you the truth, it's hard for the leader. In chasu, the leaders of the united front are higher than 

those in charge of industry. It is not that industry is unimportant, but because there is no industry. 

 

Everyone spoke actively and looked forward to the future. 

 

Think about how many opportunities and cooperation projects there are in a hotel full of top hospital 

leaders in the world. 

 



Everyone is more and more excited. 

 

The leader in charge of health rubbed his hands red“ Leaders, let the leaders of tea vegetable hospital 

talk about it. It's not appropriate. Without the strategic position of superior leaders, they can't grasp the 

direction. 

 

I suggest that the government send a team and a leading team. After all... " 

 

No one wants to miss such a good opportunity. 

 

"No!" The boss of the tea government gently shook his head and did not explain. 

 

The leader in charge of health was silly and shouted in his heart: "why, what is this for, and what 

medicine has the old lady filled the leader!" 

 

…… 

 

Government hospitals are busy, and Johnson & Johnson is not idle. A small building near the tea 

vegetable hospital was bought directly. 

 

It seems that because of the tea element hospital, several world-class large companies have gradually 

increased in the tea element city. 

 

…… 

 

When Ouyang is looking forward to the future and the tea vegetable government is looking forward to 

the future. 

 

Lao Chen, Chen Sheng is worried and is about to hang. It's no exaggeration. There's sweat in the leather 

shoes! 

 

"Make sure again whether the other party has received our invitation." 

 

"Confiscate it, I dare not say, but I promise, I did send it!" Xiao Chen looked at Lao Chen in a low voice. 

The girl didn't dare to hold her head high, and her little head couldn't lift up. 

 

"What's wrong? I haven't heard from you for two days. Do you have the other party's phone? If you 

can't, just call! " 

 

Chen Sheng is in a hurry. 

 

It seems that the negotiation is about to begin. Ouyang looks forward to the full seating of guests and 

friends. Ha ha, it seems that it can't happen. 

 



Foreign hospitals have made it clear that they will reply and participate in the meeting. Only a few 

hospitals in Marubeni, Bangzi and lijiapo. Hospitals in other countries have no news! 

Chapter 1067 

 

 

Chen Sheng was worried. Although it was not his responsibility, Lao Chen was still worried. His quarrel 

was as bright as pulling out the cupping. It was not only red, but also bright. 

 

"Zhang Yuan, are you in the office? Let me tell you something. " Old Chen Yue feels that the situation is 

wrong. Now he knows that it's no use telling Ouyang about this kind of thing. 

 

Now, only Zhang fan can handle this matter in tea. 

 

"OK, come on. I'm in the office. " Zhang Fan just hung up Shaohua's phone. Zhang Fan feels that his 

money is tighter than before. 

 

I used to be a little doctor and went to counties and townships for surgery. I've never been free. This is 

good now. I earn more and more, but I always feel that I have no money in my hand. 

 

 

This is not the hole dug by two old men in Zhang Fan's family. Shaohua took 300000 to fill in the money 

for the three pictures. The two old men cleaned up all the lavender on their farm. 

 

 

It's good now. After it can't be sold, it has become a matter for Shaohua and Zhang Fan. 

 

 

But Zhang Fan didn't take it seriously. He can't spare time now. Let's wait until he's finished. It's also a 

lesson for the two old men. 

 

Just hung up. Lao Chen pushed away his office and came in. 

 

 

Zhang Fan looked up and almost laughed“ Zhang Yuan, there are few hospitals that give us feedback. 

Look, what should we do? " 

 

He can't care about Zhang Fan's forbearing expression. If this matter is not handled well, it is estimated 

that some people on the government side who were not involved in it before can jump up and make 

trouble. 



 

 

Zhang Fan took Lao Chen's document, looked at it and frowned, but it was just a light look“ All right, 

don't ask too much. You see, in addition to special orthopedic hospitals, there are many hospitals in 

marziguo, bangziguo and lijiapo. As for Europe, it's estimated that it's too far away. " 

 

Zhang Fan comforted Lao Chen indifferently. 

 

"But..." old Chen Xin said. The president vacated the second hospital and booked the government hotel. 

Even the benefits to the government have been promised. Now there are only two or three birds. At 

that time, the effect can not reach the tone. What can we do. 

 

Lao Chen looked at Zhang Fan, but he didn't say anything. 

 

 

This is Lao Chen's ability not only to accompany the president of the three dynasties, but also to make 

slow progress step by step. He was 40 years old when he realized this truth. It really took three years to 

learn to speak and 30 years to shut up! 

 

"It's all right. Let's just do our job. As for the opinions of others, is it important? You can prepare as you 

should. There is no need to change the content of the negotiations. " 

 

 

Zhang Fan's words made Lao Chen feel relieved and a little disappointed. 

 

"What's the matter?" Zhang Fan smiled and put down the document in his hand. 

 

"Is it a little disappointed?" Old Chen was ashamed of his eyebrows and drooped his eyes. Zhang Fan 

understood it at a glance. 

 

"No, I'm not disappointed. I just feel that the affluent hospitals in these old developed countries in 

Europe and America don't know the goods, and they are also known as the number one in the world. 

 

I also feel that it's a pity that our tea vegetable hospital is in the frontier. If we were a coastal city or a 

developed city, we would be different. 

 

I feel ashamed of your efforts. Your research on bone boiling and oil boiling has developed such a 

powerful surgical method. As a result, no one knows the goods! We dragged you down, the hospital 

dragged you down! " Old Chen said, looking at Zhang Fan. 

 

"Oh, you." Zhang Fan pointed to Chen Sheng with a smile, and his heart was still filled with emotion. The 

Dean has changed three crops. But others did not move, this action force, this empathy, to tell the truth, 

a few words, Zhang Fan's heart was hot. 



 

Who doesn't like to listen well? What is one heart only for patients and one heart only for the people? In 

fact, they are slogans and ideal states. What employment can not be cronyism, seriously do this, it is 

estimated that after retirement, you will not even have the qualification to play chess with others. 

 

"Hehe, it's okay. Everything has its first time. This time, we can't. let's come again next time. What are 

we afraid of and what are the terrible things. Don't be stressful. 

 

What drag? No drag! All right, I'll tell the European Court about this later. You can have a rest quickly. 

Your mouth is like that. " 

 

When Chen Sheng left the office, Zhang Fan picked up the phone to say whether Zhang Fan was 

disappointed or not. In fact, Zhang Fan was disappointed at all. Whether you come more or less, it's just 

the relationship between being famous sooner or later. 

 

But he needs to know why. 

 

It doesn't matter to him, but if he doesn't figure it out, Ouyang will be angry. 

 

"Master, it's getting cold. Are you still running this morning? It's snowing here. " Zhang Fan calls old Lu, 

who is a green bird. If he doesn't know the foreign affairs, he asks the master and the internal affairs, he 

can not only find the correct answer, but also find a solution. 

 

It works! 

 

"Well, now I don't have surgery, and I don't take students. I just hang up and run every morning. It's 

starting to get cold here. But it hasn't snowed yet. " 

 

Old man Lu smiled and talked to Zhang Fan. 

 

"You should keep warm. Don't catch a cold! Master, let me ask you something. " 

 

"You boy, I knew you didn't come to greet and ask. Tell me what's the matter." 

 

Don't look at what old man Lu said. If you just call to greet him when you're free, he'll be annoyed. 

Although he can't say surgery and doesn't take students, he seems to be an idle retired old man. 

 

In fact, how can a huge hospital be all right. 

 

"You said that this golden hospital will unite with the hospitals in the three islands or Germany to 

oppress our Chinese hospitals." 

 

Zhang Fan was stunned when he asked. After hearing this, the old man didn't react for a long time“ Does 

it mean that the Eight Power Allied forces are coming again? " 



 

"Speak well!" The old man curled his mouth angrily. In the past, he always felt that Zhang Fan had wild 

strength and unyielding ambition, but he always felt that something was missing. 

 

Now, the old man understands. What Zhang Fan lacks is the influence of regular and rule-based college. 

Although every time I connect Zhang Fan's phone, the old man can imagine Zhang Fan's smiling face in 

his mind. 

 

But now, the old man finally knew that the boy laughed so recklessly and out of place. In the past, the 

old man didn't know what Zhang Fan lacked. 

 

Today, suddenly, the old man understood that what Zhang Fan lacked was recognition of scientific 

research and mastery of scientific research rules. 

 

He is like a trumpet outside a flower bed. The flowers are small, but he has gone to the room. Now he 

can't abide by and learn the rules. 

 

"Hehe, I didn't get a spinal operation. I want to invite some top orthopedic hospitals to hold a seminar or 

something. The special orthopedic hospital was interested, but other hospitals sent invitations, and 

there was no response at all. I wonder if these guys are united... " 

 

"Invention is invention, creation is creation. What do you mean to get one? What are you ashamed of? " 

 

The old man frowned into a rag when he listened to Zhang Fan's words. 

 

In fact, Zhang Fan is really a little embarrassed. If there is no system, can you invent this technique 

yourself? Therefore, up to now, Zhang Fan's heart is still so uneasy. 

 

Therefore, for this trace of uneasiness, Zhang fan works harder, keeps a low profile and is more modest. 

This is the nature of the ordinary people and the majority of the people in China. 

 

The old man doesn't know. The old man also thinks that Zhang Fan doesn't pay attention to scientific 

research and invention! 

 

"Hehe, I want to apply this operation to the clinic as soon as possible, so I want to invite more hospitals 

to cooperate. But... " 

 

Zhang Fan said his thoughts and expectations. 

 

It's old man Lu's turn this time, ha ha. 

 

"What papers have you published in orthopaedic journals? What achievements have you made in 

orthopedics? Who knows whether you are a kitten or a puppy. Your invitation letter was sent to the 

other hospital. It's estimated that people didn't see it,. I simply searched your name and threw it away! 



 

You think the top hospitals and research centers are the gates of your tea plant. Anyone who wants to 

enter can enter. 

 

I also consulted the orthopedic doctors of our Qingniao affiliated hospital about the operation you 

invented. 

 

If your operation is developed, it can definitely go beyond the traditional way in terms of precision and 

minimally invasive. 

 

However, for the treatment of ordinary patients, in fact, the traditional way is not without the power of 

a war. The traditional operation is more mature, the number of medical records is more, and the most 

important thing is the lower cost. 

 

And your operation is for people with special needs. So this is why people's special orthopedic hospitals 

are very interested, while other hospitals are not very interested. 

 

You think your way is very simple, but for others, it may not be very simple. So... " 

 

"Well!" Zhang Fan will understand. I see. Hung up the phone, Zhang Fan murmured, how can you do 

this, how can you look down on people like this! 

 

But I'm still embarrassed. 

 

This time I really taught Zhang Fan a good lesson. 

 

Ouyang's office. 

 

"Alas, I made a mistake! It was a mistake. " The old lady patted her thigh, just like an ordinary old lady 

whose colleagues suffered a loss. 

 

"Why don't we lower the conditions?" Ouyang looked at Zhang Fan uncertainly. The old lady's group of 

heroes didn't sing. Now she's a little timid. 

 

She was worried that if she opened her mouth too wide, she would scare away zakstan of special 

orthopedics, and the gain would not be worth the loss. 

 

This is the difference between internal surgery and internal medicine. Once the treatment method of 

internal medicine is released, to be honest, it is not worth money for other doctors except experience. 

 

Surgery is different. 

 

You stare at my hands. If I don't explain it to you, you still can't understand it. 

 



"Hehe, you can rest assured. That's not to worry. " Zhang Fan smiled. Then take out the documents they 

have agreed on these days. In fact, there are not many things in them, that is, what tea vegetarians need 

and what tea vegetarians can give. 

 

For example, among the things needed for tea, the instruments of several major medical technology 

departments bear the brunt. 

 

NMR, there are five in one opening. And it's not a few t NMR in general hospitals in China. Ouyang, they 

really searched for the most advanced NMR according to the journals of medical devices. 

 

Five 7.0T nuclear magnetic machines (the lowest is 3.0T, if not, in fact, 1.5T is OK, but the number 

cannot be reduced!). 

 

Three or four high-function CT's (not really), 320 row's also OK. 128 rows is OK, but the number must not 

be less!) 

 

Then, what digital molybdenum target and what intracranial pressure detector. 

 

Anyway, several major departments have written down the equipment they want. 

 

The greedy and humble tea vegetarians opened their mouths and asked for the best equipment, but 

they whispered to Ouyang privately that a little worse would be OK, but the quantity really can't be less. 

 

At present, the situation of most hospitals in China is that patients wait for examination, not patients ~! 
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In fact, the doctors and leaders of tea vegetable hospital are just like birds who can fly, gently sticking 

out their white feet, and then carefully testing and testing. 

 

In fact, this is because of lack of confidence. 

 

To put it better, I have no confidence. To put it mildly, it's actually mean. 

 

Just like an ordinary people's home, a very big leader was suddenly cultivated. Everyone in the family 

was flustered. I didn't know whether to dig a cellar and hide a Maotai, or go to repair the ancestral grave 

first. 

 

The heart is chaotic. 

 

Tea vegetable hospital is probably in this state of mind now. 

 



In fact, Zhang Fan also has this mentality. 

 

I haven't seen a lot of money. I always feel that hundreds of millions, billions are already very cheap. If I 

want more, I seem to feel insecure. In fact, people's Hospital in Nanhe has 17 or 18 nuclear magnetic 

machines alone. 

 

Of course, if it is to cooperate with domestic hospitals, the government generally will not participate in 

such matters. The Chinese government adheres to the principle that the meat is rotten in the pot 

anyway. 

 

 

But if we cooperate with foreign hospitals, the person in charge of the government needs to sign, and 

signing means being responsible. What expert seminars, expert research meetings. 

 

All need to be discussed. 

 

But this time, because the cooperation is very special, China is a tea vegetable hospital. It is difficult for 

the tea vegetable government to find experts in the frontier. Once the experts in the expert library 

heard that it is a tea vegetable hospital, they are unwilling to come and don't give money. 

 

Normally, they go to such meetings, find out the problems of Party A, pick up the problems of Party B, 

and then brush some fame and bring some gifts. It's also very good. 

 

 

This is the tea vegetable hospital. There are pits in this hospital. Although Zhang Fan's orthopedics 

department did not set up a flag in the frontier, there were old people in the past. One accidentally had 

to go away from home, and then there was a licked face in the central hospital and affiliated hospitals. 

 

 

When a ministerial hospital licks a regional hospital and thinks about it with its heels, we all know that 

this hospital is not easy to provoke. If you don't pick a thorn, do you want to be a mud head Buddha? 

 

So no one went. 

 

The object of tea vegetable cooperation is special hospitals, which makes no one come. 

 

What did you say? 

 

If you say something bad, people throw out a forward-looking treatment method. They don't even have 

the courage to refute, because doctors, especially experts, can't break the merit just like Qingguan 

people. 

 

Once you break the skill, your value will drop sharply. 



 

 

This is also why few big guys stand up and directly say that each other's treatment methods and ideas 

are wrong at the medical foresight meeting. It's not worth it! 

 

Seeing that the negotiations on the side of the tea vegetable hospital are about to begin, the tea 

vegetable government can't even get together some influential expert groups, and the boss of the 

government is big. 

 

 

You can't ask for help outside the province for a negotiation. There's no face in this frontier. 

 

Finally, there was no way. The government said to Ouyang, "if you work hard, check and correct 

yourself. Look at what you do. You don't even have a peer friend!" 

 

It's a good thing to be both an athlete and a referee, so Ouyang accepted it happily, otherwise he must 

discuss it with the leaders. 

 

 

In this way, Zhang Fan came out to work as an expert recognized by the government for the first time. 

 

The meeting place of the negotiation is in the conference room of the tea vegetable hospital. 

 

 

Zakstan was surprised when he knew that Zhang Fan was both the opponent of the negotiations and the 

expert who ruled that the negotiations were valid and invalid“ Oh, my God! Can you be so shameless? " 

 

Wanted to protest, but the protest was invalid. Can it be effective? The judges are all from the tea 

vegetable city hospital. Zhang Fan, the head of the expert group, Lao Gao, the deputy head of the 

organization, and several orthopedic doctors from China Hospital. 

 

Now the tea vegetable city hospital is very powerful. The Hua hospital has long surrendered. They are 

ready to move from the city center to a new urban area more than ten kilometers away. The stone is too 

big to walk around. 

 

…… 

 

Although there are no experts involved in this matter. But the negotiation list of tea lion has been 

circulated in the frontier medical circle. 

 

Two orthopaedic directors of the Second Affiliated Hospital of niaoshi met in the operating room, "Hey, 

Lao Yang, why didn't you go to tea vegetable? They cooperated with the special hospital there. Didn't 

you go to give guidance?" 



 

"The Health Department invited me, but recently my topic is at a critical juncture and can't go away. 

What about you? Why didn't you go? " 

 

"Hey, let's stop shooting fireworks. I didn't go for the same reason as you. But have you seen the 

conditions put forward by their hospital? " 

 

"Hey, they dare to open their mouth. On what terms, I guess it's yellow! County hospitals are county 

hospitals. They don't even mention the conditions. You can ask if you don't understand! 

 

Ah, you see. " 

 

"Yes, I don't know what special hospitals think, hey!" 

 

They shook their heads with regret, as if it was a big mistake for the special hospital not to choose them. 

The sour and astringent smell inside and outside the words is like old vinegar fermented too much. 

 

If the special hospital cooperates with shuitanzi this time, they will definitely say with a thumbs up: 

shuitanzi is awesome! 

 

If Sanchuan and Shaanxi cooperate with special hospitals, they will say, we need to refuel. Sooner or 

later, we can cooperate with special hospitals, which are the world's top hospitals. 

 

But now, unexpectedly, the hospitals under their provincial capital cooperate with the world's top 

hospitals. Really, it's too sour. The fermented pickled vegetable jar in my heart is completely broken. 

 

…… 

 

No matter what others think, the tea vegetable hospital went on the scene regardless. 

 

Zakstan has long been ready to be bitten by Zhang Fan and Ouyang. 

 

Because this time things are too strange, I want to find people inside China to help. As a result, none of 

the components came forward, but many of the components were not available. 

 

At the beginning of the negotiation, the scene was very strange. Both sides spoke very politely. Once we 

changed the smell of gunpowder we met at the beginning, what was good to eat, the smell of sleeping, 

and the poor reception. 

 

On zakstan's side, he exaggerated the beauty and delicious food of tea. It's like zakstan hasn't eaten 

mutton or steamed stuffed bun. 

 

When the courtesy was over, the tea vegetable side began to make demands. When one request after 

another was put on the table, zakstan's heart finally fell into his chest. 



 

To tell the truth, these days, when he learned that no one in China was willing to help, his heart was in 

his throat. 

 

He thought that the tea element side would either split the market, or participate in high-end medical 

treatment, or put forward conditions such as shares that would make him feel bad. Unexpectedly, they 

just need equipment and training. 

 

If there was a villain in zakstan's heart, he would definitely say: I'm scared to death. 

 

"MRI, 7.0T this, this..." zakstan looked constipated. Although this thing is expensive, it has a price no 

matter how expensive it is. 

 

The problem is that the output of this kind of NMR is just like that of an old hen who has shed her hair to 

lay eggs. It can't fall in hot weather or cold weather. The output is really considerable, and there are 

several old hens. 

 

Moreover, this needs to be booked. It's not just buying pig thighs in the vegetable market. 

 

But zakstan didn't dare to refuse immediately. When he saw this condition, he had planned it. Today, he 

must implement it, let Zhang Fan sign and let Zhang Fan press his fingerprints. 

 

Because this kind of thing is too afraid of entanglement. If Zhang Fan and others figure it out, or if one or 

two experts come out to give guidance, zakstan has no place to cry. 

 

Looking at zakstan's difficult appearance, Zhang Fan felt that he wanted too much. He turned to look at 

Ouyang, who shook his head slightly. 

 

Although the old lady doesn't understand the market scale of special hospitals, because she hasn't been 

in contact with them, and to be honest, she doesn't know much about the capital market. 

 

But Ouyang is still very accurate. 

 

She felt that this condition did not break zakstan's psychological bottom line. 

 

"There can only be one 7.0T!" Zakstan spoke, and then he looked at Zhang Fan. 

 

Zhang Fan is worried. Your sister's watch it for a long time before you say one. 

 

Zhang Fan's face has changed color. He was just about to speak. 

 

Zakstan then said, "this one is still from our hospital. You know, this kind of instrument is not available in 

the international market. 

 



Moreover, you need so many high-end NMR, "zakstein wanted to say. It's useless, but he immediately 

changed his voice. 

 

"If you want so many NMR, it is estimated that you can't do it in one or two years. I propose... " 

 

The negotiations began in the morning and ended in the evening. 

 

Like a big saw. 

 

Because Ouyang added several items behind it, everyone grinds and grinds. 

 

To tell the truth, in the past, Zhang Fan watched TV, watched other people's high-end talents, amazing 

suits and gorgeous negotiations with foreign people. 

 

That force, that momentum, too envious. This time, Zhang Fan's disease was completely cured. 

 

For a clause, grind to grind, grind to grind. Zhang fan can't wait to stand up and leave. It's too hard. 

 

When Zhang Fan's ass was stiff, the negotiation was finally completed. 

 

Zakstan directly gave Zhang Fan a package plan. 

 

The first is to build the most advanced orthopaedic research center in Asia. The special orthopaedic 

department pays for the instruments, and the tea element comes out of the chassis. The personnel 

training of both sides is in the charge of the special orthopaedic hospital. 

 

This high-end, how high-end. 

 

It can be said that apart from other things, the most expensive MRI is the one that is not available in 

digital hospitals starting from 3. Zakstein promised to buy five sets for the research center within two 

years. 

 

First hand over one in the early stage, because they don't have many in the hospital. 

 

CT is directly the number of rows, not even some scientific research institutes in China. 

 

As for personnel training, people's special orthopedics department directly sent doctors. Even the tea 

vegetable side can send doctors to communicate. 

 

In fact, zakstan wanted Zhang Fan to go to Jinmao, but the leaders attending the meeting, the tea 

vegetable leader who had not spoken, directly denied this item. 

 

In the words of the leader, "if we don't talk about this negotiation, this one won't work." 



 

Boss Cha Su is finally powerful on the chassis of Cha Su hospital. He is refreshed! 
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In the past, although the tea vegetable hospital was also very popular with the government, after all, the 

development of the tea vegetable hospital was quite strong. These were political achievements. After 

all, there was no good leader to point out the direction. Can history remember his personal 

contributions? Can a train run without a locomotive? 

 

But now, the status of tea element hospital in tea element is also slightly different. Just like Maotai and 

Zhigui Province, Hongta Group and Zhiyun province. Can not be treated with ordinary enterprises. 

 

Moreover, most importantly, I don't know how Zhang Fan and the big leaders got hooked, but the 

general office specially came to explain. That's great. 

 

It was specially explained and the management level of Zhang Fan, executive president of tea vegetable 

hospital, was improved. In the past, Zhang Fan's file was in the tea a weaving department, but now it has 

been transferred away. 

 

 

Moreover, it is widely rumored that Zhang Fan had an adventure and met a big man as a godfather! 

 

 

Adventure is real, but godfather is a little exaggerated. But this kind of news is quite marketable. For 

example, who is whose son? Most people don't worry about this gossip except licking dogs. Even if they 

know it clearly, they don't have any eggs, because it's too difficult to replicate. After all, the technology 

of reincarnation is really hard to master. 

 

 

But if, who is whose dry son, it's great. It's definitely the headline in the grapevine. He can be seen. Why 

can't I be seen? 

 

Therefore, Zhang Fan's status is inexplicably different in tea. Many more people care about him. Of 

course, no one asked about it. 

 

 

It's all about keeping an ambiguous relationship with Zhang Fan, just like men and women's eyebrows, 

which can only be meaningful but unspeakable. 

 



For some time, Zhang Fan also wondered why the president a of the women's Federation who had never 

dealt with him always threw himself away 

 

Zhang Fan thought her waist was not good! 

 

…… 

 

On the negotiation table, Ouyang is becoming more and more cruel. In the past, she carefully set up a 

department to cooperate with Marubeni. 

 

The only respiratory intensive ICU department in the frontier. 

 

Now, Ouyang's worth is also high. If we only talk about hardware, the Second Affiliated Hospital of 

catechin is definitely the top orthopedic hospital in China. 

 

Zakstan to appease or to finalize the contract. If you can't make a reservation, you'll dismantle the 

instruments and equipment of your own hospital and directly pack them and send them to tea. 

 

It can be said that the Second Affiliated Hospital of catechin, that is, the current catechin orthopedic 

research center, was established by dismantling almost half of the special orthopedic hospitals. 

 

The operating room with the highest laminar flow level can be used as a sterile laboratory. The C-arm in 

the operating room, bedside CT, and even digital imaging machines were brought in. Everyone is 

curious. What does the orthopaedic operating room want this thing for? 

 

Ouyang looked at the fool's eyes and a group of his men“ Can't use it, won't it be removed and sent to 

the headquarters? I don't even have a brain... " 

 

In any case, there are special hospitals, and there must be tea vegetables here. 

 

Of course, there must be gains and losses. Otherwise, do you think others are fools? 

 

The conditions put forward by others are all directed at Zhang Fan“ Ouyang stood in the office. The old 

lady was a little lost. 

 

Of course, she won't let anyone see this expression. 

 

After the cooperation between chasu people's Hospital and Jinmao special hospital was reached and 

reported to the government, the government not only held a press conference, but even disclosed part 

of the contract. 

 

Bird market, "I'll go, I'll go. Is this fake? Is it such a good equipment for tea vegetable hospital?" 

 

Capital, "these instruments should be separated from the tea vegetable hospital. It's a waste to put it in 



the tea vegetable city hospital! " 

 

Bluebird, "this boy!" 
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The sudden rise of chasu people's hospital gives many people a sudden feeling. Shouldn't it be that the 

frontier is a desert and the northwest is a drought! 

 

How come a cooperation with the world's No. 1 special orthopedic hospital suddenly emerged? They 

also helped build so many instruments and equipment. If this is Xihua or Xiangya, everyone is not so 

surprised. 

 

It's like a joke in the early years. It is said that a group of white-collar workers from big cities travel to a 

grassland City producing coal. 

 

I saw the grazing aunt's rough hands with several gold lutes like a wrench, and a gold necklace with thick 

chopsticks hung around her black neck. 

 

 

They think it's fake. I also despise that the grazing aunt loves vanity. 

 

 

As a result, when people turned around, they drove an administrative Land Rover to herd sheep. They 

sold thousands of cattle and tens of thousands of horses. They even dug in their backyard, maybe a coal 

mine. 

 

This makes everyone sad. 

 

Just like the poor relative in the poor mountain valley, who hasn't been in touch for many years, 

suddenly one day, the relative was wearing a suit and a BMW Mercedes Benz. 

 

Most people will never think about each other's career first. I often wonder if this guy won the lottery! 

 

 

This is how the tea vegetable hospital feels to its Chinese counterparts. Especially for those who don't 

know the situation, watching the tea vegetable government hold a press conference for the tea 

vegetable hospital, we feel inexplicably that this is a funny behavior of the government. 

 

"The tea vegetable government is really rich!" 



 

"Rich fart, tea vegetable areas have national poor counties!" 

 

"Isn't it good to use the money for instruments to build poor counties? A group of loser leaders. " 

 

 

The tea government originally wanted to expose tea. As a result, the last curse. But fortunately, the 

superior leaders gave praise. 

 

 

The doctors who really know the inside story have begun to act. 

 

A few days after Zhang Fan returned to tea, he invited Zhang Fan to call one after another. 

 

"Zhang Yuan, ha ha! I'm Lao Li from Haihe orthopedics. Ha ha, we met at the annual meeting of Lianda. " 

 

 

"Oh, director Li! What's the matter? " Zhang Fan is not surprised to receive strange calls these days, 

because there are too many calls from his peers these days. 

 

Anyway, no matter what your last name is, it's absolutely right to add a director. 

 

 

"Nothing. There are several patients with spinal injuries in the hospital. Do you have time this weekend? 

You flew over to focus on the operation. Originally, the patient's family asked for shuitanzi's doctor to 

come. 

 

I strongly recommend that you fly the knife. You don't know me. I'll know when I'm familiar. I'm a 

technology maniac. Your operation at the annual meeting, to tell you the truth 

 

You must give face this time! " 

 

Zhang Fan estimated that he didn't have anything to do at the weekend, and this was the first time that 

he was invited by the hospital in Jinmen Haihe, so he had to go. 

 

People invite you. Although it seems that the other party is the weak party, in fact, people give you face. 

Once you don't go for no reason, just like the starting point, the author annoys the editor. Although you 

can't do anything about you, there will be no recommended position after you! 

 

Just hung up, Zhang Fan drove home. While driving, Zhang Fan was thinking, because the leaders of the 

government organization had informed Zhang fan that Zhang Fan should be equipped with a full-time 

driver. 



 

And people also said, either put Zhang Fan's cool Luze directly into the government system according to 

the new car price, or let Zhang Fan choose an official car. 

 

Zhang Fan actually feels very embarrassed! Because his cool Luze has always used the blue sky card of 

the oil bucket given by Lao Wang, the price of refueling may not be more expensive than tap water. 

 

And because of the license plate, it can be said that in the territory of tea, almost no traffic police 

checked Zhang Fan's car. Even in the traffic police team, there is a legend that once kuluze with a red 

card runs the red light and climbs up the road to start taking an unusual road, the nearby traffic police 

must clear the road for him. 

 

Now let's choose a special car with a zero start. Originally, Zhang Fan wanted to get a red flag. As a 

result, people smiled and told Zhang fan that Zhang Fan's level was not enough and could only choose 

four circles. 

 

What's not interesting about Zhang Fan is that old lady Ouyang's special car is A4. As a result, the 

government doesn't know what to think. It directly gave Zhang Fan a magic modified A6, which is called 

good power without criticism. 

 

Isn't this creating discord among comrades! And Ouyang is particularly concerned about this kind of 

thing. If you pay her less, she doesn't even ask. But once it's about level, once it's about superior and 

subordinate. That's quite a concern. 

 

So Zhang Fan's special car was put in the hospital. Several leaders who had something to do used it. He 

still drove his own kuluze. The car can not be used, but the leader of the organization specially explained 

that if Zhang fan runs a long distance, he must use the professional driver equipped in the organization. 

 

Zhang Fan wants to invite others to dinner one day. He is young and asks a middle-aged man in his early 

40s to serve him. It's really a little cheap! 

 

When he got home, Zhang Fan smelled the stewed fish of burhasek. 

 

Some cities especially like to use a Chinese foreign language trademark, such as Dengbao, which sounds 

like European and American. 

 

But in tea, the name is not very popular in the frontier. 

 

Because of this thing, if you can't do it well, it will become 

 

For example, people who don't understand bulhushek think it's tall. It's estimated that it's food from 

seven or eight stars of a tire restaurant. In fact, this thing is the name of weeds. It has the same meaning 

as Dogtail grass in Chinese. 

 



Zhang Fan didn't pay much attention to food before. But now, with the improvement of living 

conditions, Zhang Fan's requirements are getting higher and higher. 

 

Especially for beef, mutton and big meat, the love of these red meat is not very strong. You can have it 

or not. But you must eat fish for two or three days. 

 

Don't eat, it's like what's wrong. Dig your heart and lungs. This is what Shaohua is used to. Miss, you're 

good at cooking fish and shrimp. Zhang Fan's credit is still great. 

 

Because when Shao Hua practiced, he almost lost Zhang Fan's habit of eating fish. 

 

Fortunately, Shao Hua still has a talent in cooking. Now his cooking is delicious. It's a bit of a master's 

posture. What three don't stick, four don't stick, one set at a time. 

 

Sometimes, this talent really can't be said. For example, when Shaohua and Zhang Fangang got married, 

they were at the same level, but now Shaohua has been promoted and even jumped the grade. 

 

Zhang Fan is still at the level of scrambled eggs and tomatoes. However, in Shaohua's words, Zhang Fan 

is born with a dog nose! 

 

Sea fish have the taste of sea fish, especially some big deep-sea fish. Put some seaweed and have an 

authentic meal. When you eat, you can eat one mouthful at a time. The sense of fullness in your mouth 

is definitely a kind of enjoyment. 

 

This kind of enjoyment is like children gulping breast milk, not only for the sake of feeding, but also for 

enjoyment and pleasure. This is why children eat their fingers later. 

 

Now many parents are deeply afraid that their children will be unsanitary if they eat their fingers. Then 

they compete with their children when they have nothing to do. They touch mustard on any finger and 

stare at their children. When they see it stuffed into their mouth, they quickly pull out their fingers. 

 

This thing is an event that children must experience in the process of growing up. It is the pleasure of 

children through their mouth when they explore the world. 

 

Once this process is stopped, as there is a popular saying in medicine, if we stop the normal growth for a 

long time, it will be replaced by malignant things. 

 

Many girls will have thigh grinding early, while boys will hold * * * and then blush in bed, like addicts 

who have been addicted. 

 

It's easy to stop children from eating fingers, really, especially easy, but it's not easy to stop children 

from grinding their thighs and dragging the red * * *. 

 

So, in order to keep children clean and not to eat their fingers, it makes sense to get a pacifier. It's 



definitely not something that seems to fool the child and keep the child from crying. 

 

…… 

 

Of course, Zhang Fan usually doesn't eat too much sea fish in tea. There's no condition. China is too big. 

Eating sea fish in the west of China can always make Zhang Fan taste formalin anyway. 

 

But fortunately, there are many fresh water fish in the tea vegetable mountain. These fish taste very 

particular. 

 

Because the river here flows out after the melting of Tianshan snow. Looking at the blue and green, 

people have the impulse to jump in and take a bath. Generally, if someone is said to be human, the 

cattle and sheep with wool will not jump in. 

 

The temperature of the water is too low for bathing in summer. The fish in the river are also very sad. In 

spring and summer, in order to have the right to mate, the fish in this season can't eat all their bones 

and thick skin. 

 

It's delicious only in autumn. This is also why many people feel that cold water fish is not delicious and 

have been fooled. It's usually the season. I'm cheated by the black hearted boss of the restaurant. 

 

This kind of fish is also very special. If you want to stew the smell of fish, you must have a way. First, get 

some mutton oil, preferably sheep tail. 

 

Because this kind of fish is too thin to force its aroma without any fat. 

 

When the mutton oil in the iron pot is heated and melted, put the small miscellaneous fish in the tea 

vegetable river one by one along the edge of the pot. Instantly, at high temperature, the Maillard 

reaction began. 

 

In fact, this is the reaction of aldehydes, ketones, lipids and amino acids into aromatic hydrocarbons at 

high temperature. 

 

Therefore, this is why Chinese people are not used to eating cold meals in Europe and America. They 

don't have a flexible tongue! 

 

The small fish is fried yellow but not burnt. We must grasp this degree, otherwise it will taste bitter and 

astringent, just like the gallbladder of the fish was not taken off. 

 

Otherwise, the fish tastes like a rag. When it enters the mouth, it is the sawdust scattered in the mouth. 

This is also why many famous Chinese fish dishes are so famous that they seem to be fooled. 

 

For example, the world-famous vinegar fish is so smelly that people doubt whether it is the smelly 

mandarin fish in the bathroom, as well as squirrel mandarin fish. People who have eaten it have been 



deceived. In fact, they have not found good cooks and ingredients. 

 

This is also the characteristic of Chinese cuisine. The experience and understanding can never be 

compared by chefs made on the assembly line. 

 

Although Shaohua's stewed fish can't be compared with the chef, when the tomato soup rich in sunlight 

is mixed with burhasek (actually the wild coriander unique to tea), it's muttering. Zhang Fan really 

doesn't dare to smell it much. Wash his hands and eat quickly, otherwise the saliva will come down. 

 

"You're not home day by day. Eat at the door and go to bed. Do you think this is a hotel? " 

 

Zhang Fan's Lao Tzu doesn't like to look at his son. 

 

"Dad, talk after dinner!" Shaohua said to Lao Tzu Zhang Fan. The old man was obedient and didn't say 

anything. 

 

Zhang fanlue smiled to Shaohua with a flattering smile. 

Chapter 1071 

 

 

The old man was unhappy for a reason. 

 

Although he is the one who caused trouble, Zhang Fan is his son. Isn't it Lao Tze who caused trouble to 

his son! 

 

That is, I'm old now. If I were a teenager, I wouldn't ask him! Boo, what! Didn't I become a dean? I had 

the opportunity to be a factory director! The old man recited a few words in his heart, otherwise he 

would have no confidence! 

 

Lao Tzu Zhang Fan looked at Zhang Fan and kept turning his eyes. 

 

Now he hates himself for causing trouble, but he hates his old age. Moreover, seeing Shao Hua busy 

filling the pit for them before and after running, he really couldn't hang up his old face. 

 

 

I usually want to ask Zhang Fan, but Zhang Fan went out for several days. In the morning, he was lying 

on the dinner table and ate several eggs. He wanted to wait for him to come back at noon or at night to 

tell me something. As a result, he called at noon and he had been out of town! 

 

 



And when he came back, he went to the hospital without even seeing him. Now I finally met him, so the 

old man is going to start a fire. My words are hard to use now, aren't they? 

 

 

This is the feeling that totuo's son is old and Lao Tzu is nothing. In fact, many families with sons will have 

this problem. But not as strong as Zhang Fan's Lao Tzu, because generally, boys mature late and haven't 

played enough at the age of 30, so Lao Tzu slowly weakens and his son slowly grows up. 

 

 

For example, families with girls are another situation. My daughter is mature early. I haven't aged yet. 

My daughter is mature and knows how to love her parents. Therefore, few daughters and parents are 

like enemies. 

 

Of course, non-human doesn't count. 

 

But Zhang Fan has matured too fast and too early. His father hasn't weakened yet. Zhang Fan has 

become a pillar. So the old man was very uncomfortable. 

 

In fact, at ordinary times, Zhang Fan was still the pride of the old man. When he was on the farm, others 

said that this was Zhang Fan's father. Even the largest leader of the farm had to stand up and shake 

hands with him. 

 

 

Moreover, every time he calls his relatives in his hometown, Zhang Fan is the most popular topic for the 

old man. Although Jing Shu is also very powerful, at present, Zhang Fan is still a little more powerful. 

After all, Zhang Fan is the only one who can get to the deputy department level as an official. Since 

ancient times, the biggest leader before Zhang Fan was the village head. 

 

Zhang Fan's hometown is like this. Although you don't have to be a university professor or a famous 

medical scholar, people think it's OK. But once you become a fart sesame official, it's great. Some people 

in the village are shouting to let the old man pay for genealogy and ancestral hall, because your son is an 

official. 

 

 

The old man had always wanted to go back to his hometown, but he got into trouble this time. The old 

man has no heart to show off. 

 

But the boy doesn't take his father's words seriously now. The old man is a little sad. What worries him 

most is his wife. These days Shaohua takes the money to pay the people on the farm for essential oils. 

Shaohua pays Zhang Fan's mother-in-law and Zhang Fan's mother-in-law for bookkeeping. 

 

 



Shao Hua didn't blame the two old men at all. From time to time, he said, "the quality of essential oil is 

good this year. Maybe he can make a profit in the second half of the year!" 

 

But the two old ladies are welcome. 

 

The mother-in-law scolded the father-in-law, "look, you show off. Can you eat or drink this thing? Have 

you ever done business in your life? Is it easy for Zhang Fan to earn some money? Children come by 

phone day and night, just like those who drive out thieves. How nice of you! " 

 

Then Zhang Fan's mother also scolded Zhang Fan's Lao Tzu, "see what you can. Is your brain competing 

with iron pimples for business all your life? It's not easy for Shao huaduo. Look at the children. They 

don't even have decent clothes. This is good. Millions of them are gone. " 

 

"How can it be gone? Didn't the children all say that they can make a little money after selling..." the old 

man's aggrieved words have no confidence. Where is it like before? The head of the family paid his 

salary every month, handed in the money, and then ate. Some people carried bowls, set chopsticks, 

smoked, lit a fire and took an ashtray. 

 

If it weren't for shame, the old man would have run away from home. 

 

Therefore, when Zhang Fan came home, the old man was angry and gnashing his teeth, as if his recent 

grievances were caused by Zhang Fan. 

 

The old man pulled the rice out of the bowl in a few bites, and then winked at Zhang Fan from time to 

time, which means, have you eaten enough? I have to talk when I have eaten enough. Zhang Fan 

pretended not to see it. In fact, he was a little intentional. 

 

"Dad, is it not to your taste? Why didn't you eat? " Shao Hua said to the old lady while serving dishes to 

the old man, "Mom, I can't cook pasta well. You can get him some noodles in the evening. He doesn't 

like what I do." 

 

"Well, look at what you said. It's a blessing to cook him a hot meal. I'll buy some meat in the evening! " 

Zhang Fan's mother is so eccentric that even Jing Shu is jealous. Although Zhang Fan said in his mouth, 

he still thought about buying meat to make meat smell. 

 

"Delicious, delicious, how can it not be appetizing? I eat a little too much in the morning. I'm not 

hungry." The old man smiled shyly at Shaohua. 

 

Shaohua glanced at Zhang Fan. Zhang Fan was still sucking with a fish tail. Shaohua pushed Zhang Fan: 

"you can do it. It seems that you haven't eaten fish for a long time. Hurry to make a cup of tea for your 

father." 

 

"I can..." the old man was about to say Lai Pi's words, but Zhang Fan's mother said, "stone, what can you 

do with these essential oils? Hua'er inquires all over the world every day and speaks well. Look, my girl's 



face is tanned. 

 

You can't be as macho as your father. We all know you are busy, but we still have to worry about things 

at home. We can't dump all of them to huazi. When I was pregnant with you... " 

 

As soon as this was said, Zhang Fanyu couldn't eat stably. The old lady scolded her son and her husband. 

Zhang Fan's mother seldom talks about Zhang Fan at ordinary times, let alone hit, small stone, small 

stone. Zhang Fan is really her heart. 

 

Although it seems to say that Zhang Fan, in fact, the old lady shows Shaohua in a disguise. According to 

the old lady's idea, Zhang Fan goes out for several days and estimates that he will travel for half a 

month, so she compares her heart to heart. The old lady thinks Shaohua is angry. 

 

Therefore, he pointed his words to Zhang Fan early, just as the whole family was scolding Zhang Fan. As 

the old saying goes, parents who can educate say their own children, and parents who can't educate say 

other people's children. 

 

After a few words, Shao Hua's proud eyes narrowed and bit the head of chopsticks. What a happy look is 

not what ordinary people can experience. It doesn't matter whether you dare to do more or less. In fact, 

it doesn't matter. You're afraid of being an outsider when you work. That's why your daughter-in-law 

and mother-in-law can't get along. 

 

But Zhang Fan's mother's words are like Shaohua's. The family can't judge according to the law and 

routine. At most, it's reasonable to judge according to the number of people. Therefore, Shaohua, Zhang 

Fan's mother and Zhang Fan's father are a group. At this moment, Shaohua feels that he is not an 

outsider here! 

 

This is what Zhang Fan's mother said. If Zhang Fan's father said so, he would be a son and Lao Tzu. 

 

"Mom, in fact, Zhang Fan is busy enough. Don't talk about him! He won't next time! " Shao Hua 

squeezed his eyes, which means that if it weren't for me, you would have to be trained. 

 

The old lady touched Shaohua's hand, "Hey, my old lady is lucky to have such a good daughter-in-law!" 

 

Then he glanced at the old man, "Why are you still sitting here? Tea? Hurry up and let the young people 

discuss it. Don't make trouble! " 

 

Then he took the old man and left. 

 

The old man pouted like a wronged thief. 

 

In fact, this is love, one is willing to coax, the other is willing to bow down and give in. One is 

indispensable. What is missing is not love, but licking. 

 



…… 

 

When the old lady and the old man entered the bedroom and closed the door, it was estimated that the 

old lady had exaggerated to lock it from the inside! 

 

"It's hard for you. Look, you're black!" Like his mother, Zhang Fan lies with his eyes open! 

 

"No, I haven't dried much recently. Please!" Suddenly he knocked off Zhang Fan's hand. 

 

"It's quite noisy at home these days." Zhang Fan grabbed Shaohua's arm and whirled deliberately, like a 

cat. 

 

"A few days ago, it was really disturbing. There was a gap of 300000 in the white note. I was thinking 

about borrowing some from Jia SuYue. Unexpectedly, you brought another 300000. The money was in 

place. In fact, there was nothing to make trouble. It's the two old ladies who have broken the two old 

men these days. 

 

It's you who run around and have surgery everywhere. You can't eat or drink well! " 

 

Zhang Fan was embarrassed to say that he went out for a big meal. 

 

"Hey, although it's nothing, today is the most comfortable meal I've had in recent days. Hey, I can't live 

without you. I can't eat well or sleep well without you. Alas, people say I'm not energetic. Am I sick? In 

fact, I'm lovesick! " 

 

"Ouch, ouch, you're killing me." 

 

In a few words, the two happily entered their own bedroom. 

 

"What do you say about essential oil? Why don't you rent a warehouse first? It's the room money owed 

to your master brother. I need to slow down. Our money is all on essential oils. " 

 

Shaohua once again knocked out Zhang Fan's hairy hand. 

 

When he was full, he wanted to sleep. Zhang Fan yawned and touched 

 

"I got in touch. Didn't a tomboy from Cixi or Xici boast last time? She said she could contract. Even if she 

couldn't, I contacted the manufacturer of French essential oil and they would come to tea in a few days. 

" 

 

"You didn't say it long ago, which makes me worry in vain!" Shao Hua pouted. 

 

Zhang Fan is like a child eating sugar gourd. Sucking hongdui's little mouth, "let my father have a long 

memory, or he dares to buy all the essential oils in the frontier tomorrow, so that's not the way to do 



business!" 

 

"Just know it. I've been eating folic acid for a long time... " 

 

"Really? I'll check, hey, hey... " 

Chapter 1072 

 

 

After Zhang Fan and Shao Hua finished the game of you attacking and defending and changing roles with 

each other, Zhang Fan's brain is like a pile of used diapers. They can't squeeze any more. If they squeeze 

again, there will be only urine left. At this time, generally speaking, men who smoke tend to take a 

breath of immortal smoke, which is more enjoyable than after dinner. In the misty green smoke, their 

eyes are straight, and their minds are full of the blank problem of how the universe was formed. 

 

Between men and women, especially couples, whether it's love at the head of the bed or quarreling on 

the ground, it's a very laborious exercise. At first glance, there seems to be no action. In fact, when you 

think about it carefully, the consumption is no less than taking the top. 

 

Let's say that the couple who quarrel, a small quarrel in three days and a big quarrel in five days, are 

often fat and thin. The fat quarrel wins. Although they are angry at that time, they can see that the other 

party is foaming at the mouth scolded by themselves. In fact, their heart is still very dark and cool. 

 

 

Then, the more angry one is, the less appetite he has, and the body can't get fat if he wants to get fat, 

while the other brings the victory of the battlefield into the rice bowl. The more he eats, the more 

energetic he gets, and then it becomes the so-called drinking water with meat. Can he not grow meat? 

The adrenal gland plays the greatest role, not only the heart is cool, but also the brain is cool. In order to 

continue this pleasure, the brain changes ways to make the body strong, So as to release more adrenal 

glands, so we have the posture of fighting braver and braver. 

 

 

And if a family that is like a battlefield every day meets an equal opponent. The couple were absolutely 

thin and consumed too much. They had a good meal, but the door didn't go out. After an earth shaking 

quarrel, all the nutrition was consumed. 

 

 

It's not over yet. At night, the couple lie in the same bed and don't talk to each other. It's like pretending 

to sleep. In fact, they are counting ribs and calculating: why haven't I quarreled today? How will I quarrel 

tomorrow and how will I arrange my tactics! 



 

 

Then, the final result is that sooner or later, one side will have no stomach cancer, or breast cancer or 

thyroid cancer. What has a bad stomach? What is caused by drinking and taking medicine. To tell the 

truth, the stomach is the thickest organ in the internal organs. 

 

 

This thing is not even afraid of strong acid. Drinking, yes, it can also make gastric mucosa bleed, but this 

kind of drinking will end the liver long before it destroys the stomach. 

 

Therefore, this is one aspect of the family environment in medicine. Digestive doctors often tell patients 

to improve your family environment and living habits. This is not that the doctor told you to change to a 

big house of 200 square meters, but that you should stop quarreling and get angry and eat all three 

meals on time. 

 

 

Fortunately, Zhang Fan and Shaohua are not like this. Shaohua occasionally plays a little temper, and 

Zhang Fan immediately pretends to have unlimited understanding. If an outsider annoys Shaohua, when 

Shaohua is angry, Zhang Fan will never reason with Shaohua and say what you should do, just like a fool. 

 

Zhang Fan usually moves a bench, pours a cup of tea, accompanies Shaohua to curse the unknown 

outsider, drinks water, and opens an operation in his mind to practice his hands. Although Zhang Fan 

didn't seem to have been in love before marriage, this function is like born, that is, he was a little poor, 

otherwise it's hard to say whether Zhang Fan will become a doctor. 

 

 

It is estimated that God also prevented this hand, so that Zhang Fan grew a wheat cutting face in June in 

the years of strong hormones. He didn't say that he didn't have money in his pocket. 

 

After a draw, Zhang Fan leaned blankly against the head of the bed. But Shaohua will be dishonest. 

When Shao Hua didn't play, like all women, the left one didn't want and the right one hated. He clearly 

knew what to do, but he just wanted to make a symbolic resistance. 

 

And Zhang Fan is very cooperative and speaks sweet words. This is the constitution, the Constitution and 

procedures brought by the nature of men and women. Unless it's expensive or forced. 

 

When it's over, the program turns around. Zhang Fan wanted to be quiet, while Shaohua began to want 

to move! One will touch the muscles in Zhang Fan's chest, and the other will study the little Doudou 

button on his chest. Also very curious to ask: your little bean has a small eye on it. Let me see if there is 

one on the other side. 

 

Shao Hua finally let Zhang Fan in. 

 



"This thing can't be touched!" Zhang Fan's peas were pinched red by Shaohua. Originally brown. Now it's 

like a little cherry basking in the sun. 

 

"You're talking nonsense. Why, why did you touch me!" 

 

"Well, can it be the same!" 

 

"Why is it different? It's so small that I can't touch it!" 

 

"Silly girl, you have no place to go to the bathroom. Is it uncomfortable? It's the same thing that you 

can't find the bathroom! " 

 

"Huh?" Shao Huayi, don't lie to me. Your hands are ready. If Zhang Fan talks nonsense, she's going to 

pull Zhang Fan a little bigger. 

 

In fact, a man's Ru gland is like the human sacrum, which is a degenerated organ like the tail bone. 

What's this thing for? It's a juicy organ. But the internal pipelines have degenerated into half open and 

half closed, just like the old and disrepair sewer. 

 

You say it's unobstructed. A child can leak water everywhere as soon as he takes a bath of urine. You say 

it's unobstructed. When he gets sick, this thing can drip through his underwear, just like the mother of a 

lactating child. 

 

The female Ru gland has developed channels, and appropriate stimulation can make the secretion 

exuberant. This is the origin of prolactin. 

 

This is not the case with men. As Zhang Fan said, once stimulated and secreted, it's like people who 

want to explode their bladder and pee immediately. It's quite uncomfortable. When stimulated, the 

male Ru gland is actually uncomfortable. 

 

What to do if you feel uncomfortable? You can't get out again, and it's hard for anyone to say what the 

secreted juice is. Over time, like bad milk, it began to deteriorate, followed by inflammation and cancer. 

 

Female breast cancer is very cruel, usually to dug the whole breast, it looks particularly cruel. After this 

operation, the chest is like being scratched by a big bowl, leaving a mark, and then branded by a 

soldering iron. The white turns into a brown contraction. 

 

But fortunately, the cure rate is very high at present. 

 

But men are different. Once the breast cancer is diagnosed, the chance of survival is extremely small, 

often spent money, and no one. 

 

Therefore, many people, especially some young people, let their girlfriends suck and suck in order to 

find stimulation. The Ru gland is swollen like wangzi steamed bread. When you come to the hospital, the 



doctors are afraid. They keep telling you not to stimulate it anymore. Don't stimulate it anymore. Can't 

you let it be a small soybean safely and quietly! 

 

Because stimulation will lead to inflammation of Ru gland and then canceration. There has been an 

upward trend in recent years. Has the sensitive point moved up? This is not bluffing. 

 

Zhang Fan told Shaohua that Shaohua didn't dare to fiddle with it immediately. After all, they all grew up 

on breast milk. Who hasn't 

 

Zhang Fan and Shaohua have a good and harmonious relationship. First, they are both reasonable and 

broad-minded people. Second, there are no sad things for poor couples in all aspects of family income. 

Third, Zhang Fan's Kung Fu is hard. 

 

Zhang Fan is very complacent in this aspect. After all, medicine is not in vain and the human body is not 

understood in vain. 

 

Men, most men, come up like hungry pigs, clattering and clattering, end a few times, and then lie there 

like dead fish, motionless. 

 

In fact, men like this, like drinking Baijiu, a few big mouthpieces will make people decadent. Even if they 

drink well, they will vomit all over the place if they drink too much. 

 

Women, in fact, are just like drinking yellow rice wine. Like the elegant people in ancient times, warming 

wine to compensate plum, first from sour to hazy, then see that mountain is not mountain, water is not 

water, slowly to mountain or mountain, water or water, but the fragrance of birds and flowers can last 

for a long time. 

 

Therefore, many men and women are not harmonious. One is anxious and the other is slow. It's strange 

to be harmonious. 

 

But no wonder Chinese men, it's Chinese education. 

 

For example, when Zhang Fan was in junior high school, he wanted to go to physiology and health. The 

book was also issued, and the physiological structure was also painted in the book. When Zhang Fan was 

in junior high school, boys and girls often read the section of human physiology in biology books behind 

their backs. 

 

It's the end of the term. It's time to go to this section. The freshmen asked the repeat students what the 

teacher said in this section. Really, no matter how good or bad you study, whether you want to enter 

high school or mix with the society. 

 

Very curious. 

 

Zhang Fan had a repeat boy in his class. He told Zhang Fan in the corner of the classroom: I'll go. This 



class is exciting. After class, the teacher took off his clothes while talking, and then slowly fell from top 

to bottom. What is here and where is what. 

 

While talking, he sipped his saliva. It is estimated that the young man was secretly watching movies. But 

Zhang Fan didn't know at that time. A group of chicks are about to stand up and salute, because it is said 

that the biology teacher in that year was a kilogram of which leader just graduated a few years ago. 

 

Wearing foreign style and a red check hook on the upper body, this kind of T-shirt is only available in big 

cities, light blue elastic jeans, wide mouth small red leather shoes at the foot, and then transparent and 

luminous silk stockings are exposed on the white ankle! Darling, this teacher is the goddess of Zhang 

Fan's dream. 

 

In that class, the whole class of boys looked forward to their heads like raised BLACK * * and their eyes 

were red before class. 

 

As a result, the teacher came in and threw the book on the podium table, "this class is self-study!" Then 

turn around and go. 

 

You don't know, it was estimated that some people cried at that time, not for other reasons, just 

because they loved learning and because repeaters lied! 

 

It's just junior high school. It's more strict in senior high school. 

 

Let's not say that men and women fall in love. The school teachers are like the king of the mountain. 

Who and who should have eyebrows and eyes, a stick 

 

Not to mention that, when the iron ship was transferred from the golden Mao country to China, there 

was no cinema in the small county at that time, but the iron ship was so famous that it was said to be an 

unparalleled classic, and there was also a section of shredded meat or shredded green pepper to draw 

falling body paintings for beautiful women. 

 

Zhang Fan and several of them made an appointment to see the masterpiece. They definitely didn't go 

to see painting. Then dozens of students went to the unlicensed small black house on a dark and windy 

night. This house is the famous video hall. There are three films for one yuan. They want to see what 

they want to see in the early morning. Of course, Zhang Fan and they usually have to go home at 10 

o'clock at the latest, because the time of self-study in the evening is over. 

 

Look, look, it's really boring. There's really nothing to see about a broken ship. Because it's a gun film, 

there will be a southern Chinese saying from time to time, fuck your mother! 

 

Finally, the scene of painting came. Unfortunately, just like every student's age, there was a ferocious 

director of the Academic Affairs Office in the school. He took the PE teacher with a stick and rope and 

kicked open the door of the small black house. 

 



The light shone in like a prison probe lamp. The director of the academic affairs office didn't see the 

drawing board in the TV, only saw the white thigh, and then shouted, "dare to watch the yellow a video! 

Catch them all. " 

 

This catches the one to be expelled, and then it is estimated that he can be killed by his parents. 

 

A roomful of high school and junior high school students had stood up to salute. As a result, they were 

scared. It is estimated that some children were scared out of psychological shadow. When Zhang Fan 

saw something wrong, he pulled down the black curtain and threw it at the director of the academic 

affairs office. 

 

In fact, the dean of the Academic Affairs Office scares the students. People are still good people. When 

the black curtain flew over, he thought he met the great Xia on the road. As soon as his head tilted and 

his arm lifted, he opened the defense mode. At this moment, Zhang Fan kicked through the window and 

shouted vaguely, "run!" 

 

Then a group of students, like frightened bats, whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Then the director of the 

academic affairs office and the physical education teacher took a flashlight, just as they caught Huang 

and gambling in the joint defense, "stop! If you don't stop, I'll forgive you. I've seen you. " 

 

If you catch thieves and dirt and dare to escape, can you be a good child? Who stops, who is a fool. The 

streets are like rabbits chased by dogs on the mountain. 

 

The students ran, the teacher chased, followed by a fat boss with a kitchen knife, "bastards, pay for my 

window. Look what it's like to kick me. Who did I provoke? " 

 

Can the children who are so strict in their defense understand men's and women's affairs when they 

grow up? No, so this is also the most beautiful first love can be married. There is a saying, don't bother 

to adjust other people's husbands! 

 

Shaohua and Zhang Fan were tired of it for a while, and they began to talk about business. Young 

couples are about like this. They don't fight. It's generally not easy to talk about business. 

Chapter 1073 

 

 

"Do you remember which Cixi female boss I didn't let you deal with?" Zhang Fan said to Shaohua with a 

smile. 

 

Zhang fanban sat up and Shaohua put on a coat. Although they haven't been married for a long time, 

the couple have a tacit understanding like an old husband and wife for more than 30 years. It is 

estimated that this is the so-called life that many people envy. 

 



"Why don't you remember, a handsome female boss!" Shao Hua looked at Zhang Fan's face and smiled, 

"you can still eat women's vinegar!" 

 

Zhang Fan glanced. "I think she is a man. Although her body is female, her mind is male. She's bright and 

generous. She's cheap with other women. You can't say she! " 

 

 

"Be careful! At that time, she advised me to plant lavender and claimed reimbursement. As a result, the 

essential oils were steamed out, and she couldn't contact anyone. " 

 

 

Shao Hua tilted his mouth like Zhang Fan. People say that husband and wife are husband and wife. In 

fact, most husband and wife are long-term together and affect each other. 

 

 

For example, Shaohua and Zhang fan are now. In Shaohua's various actions, there is a shadow of Zhang 

Fan, and Zhang Fan is slowly approaching Shaohua in terms of dressing. 

 

 

"So, I think she's unreliable. At the beginning, I had a heart to oppose it. I can imagine that it's no big 

deal for us to plant it ourselves. Unexpectedly, we finally became the largest purchaser of tea essence 

essential oil!" Zhang Fan said with emotion. 

 

 

"Don't complain about the two old men. They've been cleaned up by the two old ladies these days!" 

 

"I'm not complaining, I'm just feeling a little. A few days ago, I also called the female boss in Cixi. As a 

result, I couldn't get through the phone. I found a relationship. As a result, I found a boss in Lanxi who 

had seen the disease. I didn't think so. The company in other people's home is the second largest 

perfume company in Lanxi. 

 

 

"What did they say?" Shao Hua's eyes twinkled with small stars. 

 

"They are already in tea. They want to see the quality of our perfume. Originally, the winery owner of 

bird market was the winery owner who helped us find a wedding car when we got married. People told 

me that he directly took the essential oil as labor protection and sent it to the employees. 

 

 

I didn't mean well, so I asked him to find someone. Unexpectedly, I finally found an acquaintance! Guess 



who the boss of France came with? " 

 

While touching Shaohua's Satin shoulder, Zhang Fan said this to Shaohua. It's no fun to roll cat and 

teddy. It's better to roll his wife's shoulder! 

 

"With whom?" Shao Hua didn't want to guess. He grabbed the soft meat on the edge of Zhang Fan's ribs 

and gently pinched it. The meaning is very obvious. Speak quickly and speak slowly, or I'll let you taste 

what screw meat is. 

 

"Cixi female boss!" Zhang Fan said quickly. As if he had been pinched to the meat, the expression on his 

face was like the painful meat had fallen off. This is also a way for Zhang Fan to tease Shaohua. What 

hurts is not to pretend not to hurt. When it doesn't hurt, pretend to hurt. After all, if life is like a wooden 

man, it really doesn't taste. 

 

"Don't you think she's unreliable? Why should she come?" Shao Warner asked stiffly. 

 

"This man, you can't imagine how capable he is. The female boss of Cixi, France, runs a second-class 

vendor business at home. As a result, France was a little late. Their family sent this one to ask for 

accounts. Not only did the money come back, but also their daughters came back. What do you call it, 

eh! " 

 

Zhang Fan sighed. He didn't dare to think about such things. In Lao Ma's words: sometimes reality is 

more absurd than fiction, because fiction is really logical, and reality is often illogical. In fact, people are 

afraid to write novels like that! 

 

Not only Zhang Fan was surprised, but even Shao Hua looked incredible, "how can this man?" 

 

…… 

 

Although the essential oil hasn't been sold yet, Shaohua said that Zhang Fan had found a buyer. The old 

men and women lived for a while and didn't stay in the city. They were afraid of being caught by the 

police, so they cleaned up and went to the farm that night. 

 

Chasu, now the Second Affiliated Hospital of chasu is like a construction site, with all kinds of 

construction vehicles. Because chasu comes early in winter, in order to avoid delaying the construction 

period, it is said that the government has specially opened a special route for muck trucks to enter the 

city. 

 

However, Zhang Fan didn't worry about the construction here. Ouyang took people and Jinmao there to 

grind his teeth. In the past, Ouyang would go to work at the health bureau and tea vegetable hospital. 

Now he doesn't go to either place directly. 

 

Wearing a white helmet that is said to be very powerful, he soaked in the construction site of the second 

hospital every day like a contractor. Everyone will show his finger: "see, there is the place with the most 



workers, and in the future, it will be the largest operating building of the Institute of orthopedics!" 

 

Ouyang's pride can be seen by everyone, because she is too proud. The proud leaders in charge of 

health don't go to inspect. When others ask, the leaders shake their head like a rattle drum and can't 

mention it. 

 

Ouyang is idle, but Zhang Fan is more and more busy. 

 

In the past, although Zhang Fan's operation level was recognized by many hospital doctors, how can this 

thing be said. If the level is high or not, other doctors don't go into their hearts much, probably because 

they are unprofitable. 

 

This time it's different. Let's not say anything else. First of all, Zhang Fan may be able to go to a special 

orthopaedic hospital for further study, which makes many orthopaedic doctors excited. 

 

Therefore, Lao Chen has now become Zhang Fan's full-time secretary. Zhang Fan asked Lao Chen to send 

an officer. Lao Chen Jian would never agree: "how important your work is now. If ordinary young people 

come here and don't say anything else, I don't feel at ease to sleep. In order to let me sleep at ease, 

you'd better let me come! " 

 

Zhang Fan couldn't refuse what he said. 

 

…… 

 

On Monday, Zhang Fan took Lao Chen and a group of people from the medical office to the respiratory 

department for ward rounds. The weather is getting colder and colder, and the position of the 

respiratory department is slowly beginning to highlight. The respiratory department is like the rise and 

fall of the tide. 

 

When it was hot, it was a stepmother. The leaders didn't ask. When the autumn and winter changed 

seasons, it seemed that it had been identified by DNA. The respiratory department changed into a real 

son. 

 

Zhang Fan's ward round style is obviously different from Ouyang's. 

 

During Ouyang's ward round, the doctors in the Department were as nervous as a chicken with a plague. 

Because Ouyang will attack on the spot, throwing the medical record on the doctor's face often 

happens. 

 

And Zhang Fan is different, throwing medical records is certainly not. And easily won't get angry, so 

everyone still likes Zhang Fan's rounds. 

 

In the afternoon, Zhang Fan finally checked the ward of the respiratory department. Some interns 

covered their stomachs and rubbed their legs. After all, they haven't practiced yet. 



 

"Dean, we have too few nurses now. We can't even work." After Zhang Fan's ward round, the deputy 

director of the respiratory department, who presided over the work, followed closely and wanted to 

take advantage of this intimacy to quickly point out policies. 

 

"When is it? Why do you mention this!" Lao Ju didn't like it. In a hurry, Kazakh Mandarin was choked 

out. He closed his eyes, just like chatting with foreigners. 

 

"Zhang Yuan is so busy that why bother Zhang Yuan with such a small matter." 

 

"Hey, hey!" Zhang Fan's heart is happy. Lao Ju will flatter him. Who doesn't know that Lao Ju's eyes are 

on top of his head. It's good to say no. 

 

Chen Sheng took a peek at Lao Ju from the corner of his eye. 

 

"Look at what Dean Ju said. Don't I just do a good job in serving you and ensuring logistics? Doctors and 

nurses can't stand. I'll solve this problem. Please rest assured, comrades in the respiratory department." 

 

With that, Zhang Fan thought of taking the opportunity to hurry away. 

 

As a result, Lao Ju pulled Zhang Fan and refused to let him go. 

 

"Zhang Yuan! The rubber tubes of the pulmonary function tester in the respiratory department are 

aging. The patient blows his breath, which is like eating a mouthful of rubber and spitting rubber residue 

for a long time. There are also bedside ventilators. ICU can use one to see one, while the respiratory 

department still uses more than a dozen beds. We are also a big subject. We are also for... " 

 

Lao Ju wanted to say that he also made great contributions to the tea vegetable hospital. As a result, he 

forgot this idiom when he was in a hurry. 

 

He said, "we also worked hard for the hospital." 

 

Zhang Fan held his breath and didn't laugh. Chen Sheng hurriedly said, "yes, yes, in the respiratory 

department, every winter, doctors and nurses are busy without touching the ground. It's not too much 

to compare them with hard work." 

 

Chen Sheng is particularly good at this. He flatters the leader, but he never stops others from flattering 

the leader, and sometimes helps others occasionally. Therefore, although Lao Chen's medical 

professional ability is not as good as Lao Gao and Lao Ju, his personnel are the best among several vice 

presidents. 

 

It's about being a man. 

 

Zhang Fan nodded, "yes, the resident director has worked hard. It's a big thing to change a lung function 



tester. President Ju signed and asked President Chen to arrange people to buy it. " 

 

"It's no use signing!" Lao Ju said shyly. 

 

As soon as Zhang Fan heard this, he shouted in his heart, "I knew it. I knew it. This guy opened his mouth 

today." 

 

But you can't say that, "who doesn't recognize the word of President Ju? I will punish you later. " Then 

Zhang Fan wants to go again. 

 

Lao Ju hurriedly said, "it's none of others' business. I want to buy a three-dimensional tilt sensing infinite 

breath detector!" 

 

Zhang Fan's head grew big. 

 

I really don't know how expensive rice and salt are. 

 

In summer, Zhang Fan shook people all over the world with money and shook several doctors. The 

wages of these people were not even drizzle for a third-class hospital, but these people were rats 

dragging wooden shovels behind. 

 

Laboratory equipment, research funds, light input, but not output. The hospital's small Treasury looks 

like a lot. As a result, it doesn't come out quickly. Zhang Fan is now like a hen protecting eggs. He is 

deeply afraid that others will miss this piece. 

 

If he hadn't gone out this time to feel the importance and gold content of the paper, he wouldn't be in 

the mood to shake people. 

 

"OK, President Ju spoke and approved one. President Chen, hurry to contact." 

 

"Five, five, not one..." 

 

Finally, Zhang Fan ordered three sets like Lao Gula's big saw. The medical equipment was too expensive. 

 

Our hospital is busy, and those who invite throwing knives are also one by one. 

 

"Zhang Yuan, you have booked the plane ticket for Jinhe at the weekend. I'll let the driver take you." 

Chen Sheng looked at Zhang Fan's work summary and reminded Zhang Fan as he walked. 

Chapter 1074 

 

 



In the past, Zhang Fan thought that the best job in the world was to lead, just open his mouth, and don't 

move. 

 

As a result, after working, I slowly found that there was no good job in the world. 

 

If you want to be a bad leader, you should not only think about how to catch it, but also think about how 

not to be found and caught. You have to be on guard day by day. You sleep with your eyes open. 

 

If you want to be a good leader, there are many things to die. Zhang Fan had just asked Lao Chen to buy 

a plane ticket, and things came. He didn't even have a chance to pack up. He had to call Shaohua and ask 

Shaohua to prepare it for him. 

 

 

The old house in the respiratory department grabbed Zhang Fan and asked for not only a lung function 

tester, but also a bedside ventilator. To tell you the truth, the current medical treatment is advanced. 

Many diseases can't even be diagnosed. You say it's not advanced. As long as you have money, you can 

keep people breathing and maintain the internal circulation of the body. Therefore, in order to avoid 

such a large amount of money wasting national resources, the state has to introduce the concept of 

brain death. 

 

 

It means that as long as the brain dies, the hospital can issue a death certificate and the doctor can pull 

out the tube. The powerful of this technology is the application of extracorporeal ventilator. 

 

 

The respiratory department has no choice. More and more patients with cor pulmonale can't be sent to 

the respiratory intensive care department, so Zhang Fan reluctantly agreed. After all, the weather is 

getting cold. Many old men and women who play chess and mahjong have to come to the hospital to 

avoid death. 

 

This agreement is bad. 

 

Zhang Fan just arrived at the office. The director of Endocrinology came and killed Zhang Fan's office 

with their women's army. 

 

The endocrinology of every big hospital is a special existence. In the early years, this department was a 

little ignored, and only large cities such as the capital and magic capital were a little famous, mainly 

responsible for difficult and miscellaneous diseases. 

 

 

In general, small cities are mixed with other internal medicine. 

 



Because people used to eat meat as a new year's day, the biggest disease of Endocrinology diabetes has 

not risen. The most common disease that doctors saw at that time was the big neck disease, and now 

the iodine deficiency. 

 

 

With the improvement of living conditions, more and more diabetic patients have emerged. At first, it 

was the people in the system, then the boss of the mall, and then the people, so the Department slowly 

raised its head. 

 

Moreover, the most important thing is that the relative working environment of this department in the 

hospital is the cleanest, and it is also a department with the most ability to contact. For example, 

breathing in the heart actually contacts many capable people. After all, a person may never go to 

surgery in his life, but he will eventually go to internal medicine. After all, the death certificate should 

also be opened. 

 

 

But most people who go to the heart and breathe are over 60, so 

 

Endocrinology is different. They are often patients who can eat and drink. Their body has just reached its 

peak, but their ability has just reached its peak. Therefore, this department is particularly strange. A 

boaster in the medical industry once said that in the Endocrinology Department of major third-class 

hospitals in the capital, if a small doctor can't get it right, he can call the A-level leaders of the 

Department directly. 

 

 

It's really hard to say, but the endocrine of tea element used to be a headache for many leaders. 

Because the doctors in this department are so special. 

 

The director's father-in-law is the main a seat for retired adults. What is the deputy director's husband, 

the real association or the director of fake shoes? Even Yang Yuanyuan's husband who went to the 

hospital with Zhang Fan is the vice president of the tobacco company. Doctors who look average and 

don't have a prominent family don't want to go to this department. After the students transferred from 

this department came out, they all felt that finding a good husband was better than anything. 

 

Therefore, this department is a headache for leaders. It doesn't fight, rob or do anything, just like fooling 

around. Ouyang usually makes use of it. For example, if the hospital wants to build a family building, it 

directly connects with a doctor in endocrinology. However, the old lady's reputation in endocrinology is 

not very good, because the old lady pretends that nothing has happened when she is perfect. 

 

Even Ouyang pretended to sleep. You can imagine the environment of the Department. On the beauty 

of doctors, the young girls in the operating room can resist it with their youth. In terms of clothing, none 

of the other departments in the hospital can play. 

 



But fortunately, the doctors in this department don't fight or rob. They are quietly on one side as a quiet 

contemplative beauty. But with the development of tea element hospital, endocrine doctors can't sit 

still. 

 

Other internal medicine departments either go to the pill country for further study or go to major 

hospitals in China. Everyone has made remarkable progress. They are jumping on the road of experts. 

They can't sit still in the endocrine system. Even if their husband is forced, they sometimes need to be 

forced by themselves. Otherwise, there is really no status at home. They don't have a stable position in 

their harem. After all, there are still many men with big pig hooves. 

 

So when the director of Endocrinology heard that the respiratory department had got a whole group of 

equipment, he couldn't sit still. Took the women's army to Zhang Fan's office. 

 

"Zhang Yuan seems to be reading documents!" When Zhang Fan heard what Chen Sheng said at the 

door, he still wondered. I'm not busy. I didn't read the documents. Who is Lao Chen blocking. 

 

Before it was over, the door was pushed open. 

 

The director of Endocrinology stood at the door with a noble face and a charming light in his eyes. 

Although people are middle-aged, they can wear pink, white and slender neck, and their body shape is 

not out of shape. They are shining under a white coat and black slope heel small leather shoes. Really, 

many directors in marukuo estimate that the templates of middle-aged doctors come from 

endocrinology. 

 

"Zhang Yuan..." the director standing at the door looked at Zhang Fan with a quiet but not resentful 

look. It was not intentional. People were born with this expression, and it was definitely not pretended. 

Just like some people, every move took a natural flattery. 

 

"Director Cheng, fast forward, fast forward. There are many things on this day. I'm delayed in reading 

the documents. I'm going to have an operation." Zhang Fan winks at Chen Sheng when he sees him 

outside the door. 

 

Zhang Fan probably understands that this may be looking for something. 

 

As soon as director Cheng entered the door, he was followed by a large group. Zhang Fan fully 

understood that he came to look for trouble. Director, deputy director, attending, and several famous 

inpatients, almost all came. 

 

The women's army with the same color, or the women's army with high appearance. 

 

"Dean Chen, don't go. Come, come, come!" Zhang Fan saw that Lao Chen was going to run, so he quickly 

made a noise and grabbed Lao Chen. The old man was as slippery as a greasy ball. He knew when to do 

what. He really looked like a pig on his face, but his heart was loud and clear. 

 



"Sit, sit, what are you doing standing. Hehe, you are all rare guests. I, the executive vice president, have 

been in office for so long. It's the first time for endocrine teachers to come to the door. Peng Shenghui, 

Chen Yuan, please ask the officer of the medical department to make tea for your teachers. " 

 

When director Cheng entered the door with an expression like a Hong Kong film beauty holding the door 

frame, Zhang Fan immediately had the rules in his heart and struck first. If he let these people start first, 

he wouldn't even have a chance to answer back. 

 

So, sometimes the platform is very exercise. Many people think they are awesome. Without a platform, 

they are nothing. Many people think they are nothing. In fact, they have no platform. 

 

On the platform led by the hospital, Zhang Fan has made Ouyang exercise a little like fireworks. After all, 

it is the most difficult to deal with people, not to mention managing a group of school bullies. 

 

The endocrine women's army of Zhang Fan's words were uncomfortable. The original aggressive 

expression was reduced by several grades. The original quiet but not resentful eyes also directly turned 

into secret resentment, because Zhang Fan's words were too cruel. 

 

What Zhang Fan means is: do you think I'm young and don't pay attention to me as a leader! It would be 

quite serious to say this to ordinary middle-level leaders. Although endocrine does not seek progress, 

these words are not light. 

 

After a while, the officer of the medical department smiled and poured water and tea for the endocrine 

doctors. In the technical unit, the personnel in non-technical posts were really oppressed. Unless they 

were leaders, they were like inferior. 

 

For example, the finance department is very powerful in ordinary units, but in the hospital, except that 

the director of the finance department has a little face, others estimate that few doctors in the hospital 

know each other. 

 

"Zhang Yuan, we actually don't mean that. It's not because you're busy and don't dare to disturb..." 

 

"How busy I am, I haven't reached the point of managing everything every day." 

 

Zhang Fan doesn't give them a chance to work. In fact, some things are like this. It's right to say more 

that the thousand mile dike is destroyed by the ant nest. 

 

Zhang FanTai knows what they are doing here. It's nothing more than two things, study and asking for 

money. It's absolutely impossible to study. It's going to be winter. Don't mention studying in the hospital 

at this time. Generally, it's not approved even for marriage leave. Unless you have a big belly and want 

to die, you won't approve it. 

 

Because it's cold, maybe you'll encounter some major flu, which can't let people go. Therefore, doctors 

rarely get married after October, just opposite to teachers. 



 

It is even more impossible to ask for money. Although there seems to be no results for the time being, 

there may always be results when you can. If you put it into the endocrine system, it is estimated that it 

will be washed away. So Zhang Fan made up his mind that he must win today's mouth battle. 

 

Sometimes, leaders and subordinates don't use force to oppress others, which will make people 

unconvinced. 

 

Zhang Fan's words completely reduced the arrogance of a group of endocrinologists. Yang Yuanyuan, 

who went to the hospital with Zhang Fan, looked at Zhang Fan and regretted, "I'll go. Why didn't this guy 

see so powerful before? Hey, I knew I had started on him. Look at him. He's still as strong as an 

unmarried young man. It's a pity. Ah, today I hold my classmate's hand and regret that I didn't start! " 

 

Several endocrinologists look at me and I look at you. They can't take Zhang Fan's words. It's too sharp. 

This is also the retribution of their conscious identity in the past. After all, they are mixed in the 

workplace, not better than their husband. 

 

Without giving them a chance to breathe, Zhang Fan said: "all the chief teachers were trained by the 

hospital in those years, but now I hear a lot of bad rumors that endocrine doctors are comparing whose 

bags are limited day by day, whose hair is made by a specially assigned person in the bird market, and 

who moved a big house." 

 

After that, director Cheng couldn't sit still. The original pink face was very white. It was a naked slap on 

the face. He personally led the team to the door and was slapped collectively. 

 

"Zhang Yuan, not..." 

 

"I don't care whether there is such a thing or not. You know in your heart that there is no wave without 

wind. 

 

Comrades, the hospital has now embarked on the highway of rapid development. It is estimated that 

the intensive care department of respiratory department will cooperate with Marubeni to establish a 

world-class Department integrating research and treatment. You have seen the equipment. Not to 

mention the world, the Asia Pacific region is the most advanced in our tea element respiratory intensive 

care department. 

 

Besides Cardiology, it is estimated that a national department will be established early next year. 

Gastroenterology 

 

Needless to say surgery, it's the same internal medicine as you. Look, what step has people taken and 

achieved, and what about you? 

 

Comrades, it's better to eat, drink and dress. Is this what you do? You have been working hard for more 

than ten years. Is it for the sake of shallow food and clothing? 



 

In fact, I have feelings for endocrinology. When I was transferred to an endocrinology department, 

director Cheng led the team. Look at the orderly development of the Department, and other 

departments are messy. Only endocrinology is clean and tidy, which can give patients a real 

environment for treatment. 

 

But now, all teachers should work hard. Don't let the vanguard of that year become the last bus of the 

hospital, and don't forget the basics. You are all doctors trained by the hospital and even the country 

according to the highest level. 

 

That's all for today. Let's go down and think for ourselves. In fact, there are many opportunities and 

there is no shortage of equipment resources, but I can't waste it in vain. 

 

It's up to you. Today, since everyone has come, I will make it clear. I will always pay attention to all 

teachers. If this is still the trend, there are many positions in the geriatrics department and the health 

care department. 

 

If you can't, it's also a good choice to go to the community clinic. You can have time to show your 

clothes. The old men and women in the community also pay attention to this. 

 

Now doctors and masters come to me one by one and ask me for a position. I think everyone has 

contributed to the development of the hospital, so I'll give you the opportunity to see your 

performance. " 

 

Even boasting and beating, even blowing and bluffing, made a group of women's army sit still, not to 

mention drinking tea, not to mention asking for equipment, so they couldn't hold their faces. 

 

With that, Zhang Fan looked down and began to look at the documents. In fact, it was just a few blank 

papers. 

 

"Zhang Yuan..." several people wanted to say something. Zhang Fan waved without lifting his head. 

 

Several people went out of the office and came with their chests raised and their momentum high, just 

like the peak of chogory in their chests. At this time, several people looked at each other as if they had 

just woke up, "what are we doing here?" 

Chapter 1075 

 

 

People are strange creatures. They are always polite. Many people will think that this guy is easy to bully 

and a soft egg. But once you show your teeth and bite a few, you can be kind and polite. Everyone will 

say, wow! You see, this man has good manners, connotation and love! 

 



When Zhang Fan became angry at the endocrine, he was not a director, but almost at the main doctors 

in half of the Department, everyone had a lot better comment on Zhang Fan's wind, what is president 

Zhang, and what can only be operated but not managed. 

 

Even the uncle who sent the newspaper smiled more brightly than before when he saw Zhang Fan. 

 

Zhang Fan didn't expect that he was originally thinking of not letting the endocrine cheat and ask for 

money to learn anything. He didn't expect this effect. Really, just as master Mao said, he could fight with 

one punch to avoid a hundred punches. Think about it carefully. Sometimes think about it. What the old 

man said is really right. 

 

 

When he went home to pick up his luggage, Zhang Fan told Shaohua about it as a joke. 

 

 

Shaohua touched Zhang Fan's face, "you must not always be angry and have a black face. I managed to 

clean you up a little bit!" 

 

 

"Go!" Zhang Fan smiled, "there are too many things. I live for one night and fly back the next afternoon. 

People think I'm permanent. Take less." 

 

 

Zhang Fan and Shaohua pack their things differently. Not to mention the others, Shaohua even gives 

Zhang Fan an umbrella. 

 

 

Ouyang is now completely released on the construction site and does not come back. The contractor is 

miserable. In the hospital, Ouyang is an expert. If you talk about Cardiology, Ouyang is still very 

powerful. But it's different when we get to the construction site. 

 

It's hard to say. In fact, if you don't understand anything, you're making trouble. But the contractor can't 

afford it. In order to fool the old lady, they specially found several high-level vice presidents to follow in 

front of and behind. They held meetings around Ouyang in a fake model. They had meetings in the 

morning, in the afternoon, and sometimes had to work overtime in the evening. 

 

 

There are a variety of issues discussed. In fact, people do not allow Ouyang to enter the construction 

site, because Ouyang's entry into the construction site interferes with the project progress too much. 

Every day, several vice presidents collapsed. The intensity of the meeting was not strong, but it was too 

frequent. 



 

"I think the idea put forward by the boss is cheating us. Look at that old lady. She seems to be tired of 

being tossed by the meeting. She has become more energetic after the meeting these days. Now she 

has begun to formulate the construction scheme. I really can't hold on. If it goes on like this, the hospital 

hasn't been built. I'll go to the hospital and find a doctor first. " 

 

 

"That's too much trouble. The old lady can not only have a meeting but also see a doctor. You can't even 

ask for an excuse to ask for leave. People's first pulse knows whether you pretend and insist. It's 

estimated that when the old lady is tired of playing, she will go back. Who makes the project here too 

valuable." 

 

The two accompanying vice presidents are about to be abandoned. They originally wanted to use naval 

warfare to make the old lady lie down tired. Where did they think that this person is a cadre! 

 

However, although Ouyang is not in the hospital, she still pays attention to the hospital. I heard that 

Zhang Fan is angry, and the old lady is relieved to lead a group of engineers on the construction site. 

Because the old lady thinks this field is too different from the hospital, she is too curious. 

 

Some people have lost their curiosity about many things before they are 40 years old, while some 

people are 80 or 100 years old. They are very curious all day. When they see children taking out bee 

nests, they can go up and have a look. Although they are bitten by bees like birthday buns, their 

curiosity is quite strong. 

 

In fact, this is a manifestation of not being old. Maintaining a curiosity, maintaining a curiosity like a 

child, telling the truth is beneficial to the body and mind. This is definitely not nonsense. 

 

…… 

 

With Zhang Fan's appearance at the annual orthopaedic meeting of Lianda University, his life finally 

entered the state of a medical expert. From Monday to Friday, Zhang Fan worked in the unit and was 

invited to the surrounding counties for surgery after work. 

 

Although Zhang Fan now goes out of the province or to the bird market and is picked up and sent by car, 

the operation cost has been defaulted by major hospitals as the level of River scholar. The total amount 

of going out for two days a weekend is 40000 RMB. Whether it's one operation or ten operations, the 

positive total is this number. 

 

The academician level is a little higher, 60000 at a time. It is also the total number, regardless of the 

number of units. In fact, about five to six surgeries can be performed in two days a weekend. It is often 

the local doctors who concentrate five or six patients who are willing to invite experts and finish them at 

one time at the weekend. The local doctor's technology has been improved. Patients can find top 

doctors without having to go to the capital, magic capital or other big cities. It's really good. 

 



This kind of income looks like a lot, but there are absolutely no more than 10000 people in China. Many 

people think it's bad. Doctors make too much money. 

 

In fact, if the number exceeds 100000, hundreds of thousands, the more the better. By analogy, if these 

people are placed in making rockets, they are at the national treasure level, and if they are placed in the 

army, they are at the general level. 

 

In contrast, the golden Maoist country, let alone invite national experts, calls an ambulance, which is not 

affordable for ordinary people. And in 10 years, the income of these top experts can't be compared with 

that of some top stars. 

 

Perhaps this is why China has always turned a blind eye to such things. Neither legal nor illegal. 

 

But it's different to go to the surrounding counties. In the past, it was five hundred, and these five 

hundred should be distributed to the doctors in the county, otherwise they won't call you for surgery. 

Now it has risen to 1000. Now Zhang Fan gives money, but they don't want it, but more and more 

people are looking for relationships and looking for Zhang Fan to see a doctor. 

 

Zhang Fan wants to see any disease. Zhang Fan wants not to go to the county hospital to fly a knife, but 

it's blocked by Zhang Fan's father. "You can't forget your roots. Even if there is less money in the county, 

you can't think of less money, let alone annoying people. You should know how you came here at the 

beginning. And this is a blessing for future generations. " 

 

Chinese people are quite strange. They don't believe in gods when they are free. They believe only when 

things happen. But I believe in some things that are obviously false. For example, it is written next to the 

trash can: don't litter. Violators will be fined 500. 

 

Not to mention the fine of 500, as long as no one is staring, even if the fine is 5 million, someone will still 

throw it away. But if you write one next to it, littering, the whole family has cancer, and no one has 

littered it, it's really strange. 

 

…… 

 

The driver assigned to Zhang Fan by the government was a quiet middle-aged man in his forties. When 

Zhang Fan let his special car out, Zhang Fan thought the driver would follow the car. Unexpectedly, old 

brother Zou didn't follow the car at all, but followed people. 

 

"Leader, when I came, my superior explained that I couldn't let you drive in person, let alone drive a 

long distance. Whether you go to meet friends or go to a meeting, I must follow you and drive for you." 

 

"Hey, brother Zou, my skills are very good. Besides, I'm going to the airport. I'll drive over and park my 

car at the airport, and then come back and drive back. You're in trouble, aren't you?" 

 

Old Zou looked at Zhang Fan and half bowed his head: "this is also my job!" 



 

Hey, as soon as this is said, Zhang Fan thinks others are right! 

 

In this way, Zhang Fan began to get used to the life followed by others. Old Zou doesn't talk much, but 

he drives very steadily. It's definitely not comparable to Zhang Fan who took his driver's license without 

entering the driving school. The meeting road is particularly rigorous. 

 

In a few days, the tea vegetable traffic police were curious: "Hey, have you seen the red card kuluze 

recently? Your technology is growing!" 

 

Old Zou sent Zhang Fan to the airport, helped Zhang Fan get his boarding pass, watched Zhang Fan enter 

the terminal, and then he drove back to the hospital. 

 

When Zhang Fan flew to Jinhe, the female boss of Cixi from the capital flew to tea plant with her 

girlfriend and her father-in-law. 

 

It seems that the female boss is a little old. In fact, she is about the same age as Zhang Fan and Shaohua. 

She is not much older than them. But this guy is so powerful that he has done what many men want to 

do but can't do. 

 

On the plane, the French girlfriend of the female boss of Cixi said coquettishly, "how long have you been 

flying? Why haven't you arrived yet? If you were in Europe for such a long time, it's estimated that it 

would be out of Europe." 

 

"Europe! Hehe, where eggs are big, we haven't even finished half the journey. " The female boss of Cixi, 

who wears a thin version of a light blue suit with her hair in three or seven minutes, wears sunglasses. 

She really can't see whether it's a man or a woman. 

 

Deliberately lower the voice to speak domineering words. If a man listens, he seems to feel a little 

pretended, but the girl in France likes it very much. Anyway, it's incomprehensible. 

 

If the female boss doesn't talk, she'll be a handsome cream boy. 

 

The old man in France doesn't seem to care much about his daughter falling in love with another 

woman. He holds a newspaper and drinks coffee. He doesn't mind the two flirting people around him. 

He is also a big hearted person. 

 

In fact, the Cixi female boss doesn't catch a cold with Zhang Fan. She thinks Zhang Fan despises her a 

little. Anyway, it belongs to the kind of person who saw it early. 

 

But this time, she came not only to see the quality of essential oil, but also to ask Zhang Fan for 

something, so even if she didn't catch a cold with Zhang Fan, she had to bear it. Who let Zhang Fan have 

the ability. 

 



In fact, it's not easy for her to ask Zhang Fan. 

 

Because she wants Zhang Fan to make her more like a man. 

 

To tell the truth, most of the cosmetic doctors in their early years were orthopedics doctors, not facial 

features, general surgery and so on. 

 

Because only the change of bone can make the body change completely, and orthopedic doctors are 

also very good at skin grafting, but later, the orthopedic doctors couldn't. 

 

Because the cosmetic industry is becoming more and more incomprehensible. 

 

For example, a boss in China found a Thai demon king, and the couple were still very kind and beautiful. 

Many big lords were particularly curious. If they had so much money and found a man, they couldn't live 

a husband and wife life. Are you crazy? Do you take the Valley Road every day? 

 

In fact, we do not understand this. 

 

It's a little difficult for a woman to change into a man. 

 

But there is still a way to change men into women. 

 

As long as it costs money, this kind of surgery can make men more women than women. 

 

In short. 

 

For example, an apple with a handle is used to compare the male exogenous a reproductive system. Pay 

attention to the apple with a handle. 

 

The apple handle is regarded as the urethra, and then the doctor makes a V-line incision under the 

handle, and then expands it towards the inside of the apple on the V-line incision. 

 

There are two purposes for expansion. The first is to take out two egg yolks in the case of reducing scars. 

Without these two egg yolks, androgen will decline in a large way, and then what beard and muscle will 

slowly decline and disappear. 

 

When the first goal is achieved, the doctor will pull down the apple, fill it into the V-shaped incision and 

sew it up to increase the tightness of the V-line. 

 

Then plastic, make the excess skin into a shape with higher friction. 

 

In this way, darling, the system that women have developed for unknown years is copied by doctors, 

and it is better than natural selection, because doctors deliberately increase friction. As like as two peas, 

they are the best. 



 

Therefore, there is a saying that if men are demonized, there will be nothing for women. 

 

Zhang Fan on the plane didn't know that the disaster caused by his father attracted such a master. 

 

…… 

 

When Zhang Fan arrived at Jinhe, the female boss of Cixi also came to tea. Zhang Fan, director of 

orthopedics at the Affiliated Hospital of Jinhe University, is in his forties, when he was playing. 

 

Tea Su, Shao Hua and Jia SuYue pick up the plane here. Zhang Fan didn't like Shaohua to see the female 

boss alone, so Shaohua took Jia SuYue to pick up the plane. 

Chapter 1076 

 

 

The autumn of tea is a golden and fiery world. The original lush trees all over the streets are like Rouge 

burning overnight. They are red and golden, and large frost leaves are better than flowers. Although tea 

is a small border town, it is still a little old and can be regarded as aging. 

 

In particular, some ancient buildings don't seem to feel much in spring and summer, but they are 

particularly vast in autumn and winter. For example, the memorial hall of Laolin and the inscription 

monument of the longevity emperor all show that this place was paid great attention by the 

government in those years. 

 

Shaohua originally wanted to take Wang Yanan to pick up Cixi female boss, because she felt that Wang 

Yanan's temperament was very similar to that of the boss. However, with the growing name of the 

hospital and more and more patients seeking medical treatment, Wang Yanan had no time to come out, 

and she was not interested in any boss. Now she is like an expert. 

 

 

Now doctors and nurses in the hospital say that Wang Yanan is the second Zhang Fan. Although it is 

suspected of flattering Zhang Fan, everyone has witnessed Wang Yanan's efforts. From a charming girl 

to one of the three carriages of the three departments of bone, it is not simple. 

 

 

Especially at the Lianda annual meeting, because among tea doctors, Wang Yanan is like a group of pink 

roses in white peonies. Although he is not the protagonist, there are still reporters. It is estimated that 

the male reporter gave Wang Yanan a close-up, which is also a large-scale media platform. 

 

 



This made Wang Yanan happy and more motivated to work hard. However, only Wang Yanan's mother 

was worried all day and couldn't eat. In the past, I was worried that my cabbage was arched by whose 

pig. Every day, I stared like an owl. 

 

 

But now it's good. I'm uncomfortable every day. The objects introduced by my relatives and friends are 

ordinary. Let alone Wang Yanan, she can't even see it, but she's too excellent and doesn't want to find a 

wife. She's a professional maniac, so Wang Yanan's mother can't sleep now. If she hears that there's a 

boy in someone's family, she'll pick her ears. 

 

 

If she sees a lovely baby basking in the sun in the yard, she can catch up for a strange look at it at the 

first time. Whenever this time, Wang Yanan's mother wants to talk about it when Wang Yanan comes 

home. 

 

But whenever Wang Yanan comes home at about ten o'clock in the evening, dragging his body like a 

day's hard work, and wading on the sofa without moving, her mother is reluctant to say, "your black 

leather Dean is really black. If you give some benefits, he will toss you to death like a capitalist. Is this 

labor law invalid for him, Let your uncle talk to him some day. 

 

 

Get up and wash your face. I'll pour you hot water. Today's chicken soup. Ah, how good it is for you to 

go on like this. " 

 

Wang Yanan usually doesn't talk much with his mother about this matter, because there's no way to 

talk. You say a word and wait for a hundred words, but you simply pretend not to hear it. Fortunately, at 

home, his father and uncle especially support him. His words to Wang Yanan are: "stick to it as long as 

you stick to it. You Zhang Yuan is not a mortal." 

 

 

So, don't say Jia SuYue asked Wang Yanan now. Even Shao Hua couldn't shout out. 

 

Jia SuYue is more concerned about such things. The girl is already a small leader when she is moving. She 

doesn't have much to do and has a lot of money, but she is also tangled with whom to find. After all, it's 

a small city. The excellent ones are not good-looking, the good-looking ones are not good-looking, both 

good-looking and excellent. Others dislike her. Lao Tzu is small and tangled to death. 

 

The most sad thing is that Jia SuYue has a threshold in her heart. She will contact only if she exceeds the 

threshold. If she can't exceed the threshold, she doesn't even have a perfunctory mood. It's really hard 

for a small town girl to marry! 

 

When Shao Hua called Jia SuYue and said she was going to pick up the boss of French essential oil, the 



girl didn't even go to work and ran away from work to find Shao Hua“ I'll tell you, I'm out today. I didn't 

even go to class. If the unit leader leaves me, you have to take me in! " 

 

Jia SuYue exaggerates to show his righteousness to Shaohua. 

 

"OK, when you come, you are the vice president." Shaohua is not in the mood to tease Jia SuYue. She 

will be struggling with what she should wear and what etiquette she should use to book a hotel of what 

level for others. In fact, the best hotel with tea is not the so-called five-star hotel, but a guest house. But 

if Zhang Fan is not in the guest house, she can't book it. Even if Zhang Fan is in, she probably won't go. 

 

In fact, she thinks too much. It doesn't mean that people have to ask for frontier essential oil, but it's 

because of Zhang Fan's relationship. 

 

"Come on, you wear a small suit, so it's more formal. God, don't take out your old bank uniforms." 

 

"What's wrong with the tooling? It's still a happy bird!" 

 

"Well, you take it out and put it on, just like borrowing someone else's clothes. Come on, I'll clean it up 

for you. " 

 

They were busy for a long time. Shaohua and Jia SuYue drove Zhang fanku Luze to the airport to pick up 

people. They entrusted their former colleagues to borrow an Audi. 

 

"What's the matter? The policeman at the intersection seems to salute us!" Jia SuYue asked a little 

puzzled. 

 

"You are dazzled. You think you are the head of tea vegetable!" 

 

Shaohua didn't dare to elaborate. 

 

…… 

 

When Zhang Fan got off the plane, he immediately felt what was the air of a big city. I didn't know it was 

the one who was ill. She said that the air of golden hair was sweet and she could breathe freely. If it 

wasn't intentional, she was ill, or she smelled chemical waste gas. 

 

When Zhang Fan got off the plane, he smelled a strange smell of the sea mixed with industry. Speaking 

of several municipalities directly under the central government, everyone seems to have their own 

characteristics. On the side of Jinhe River, it is famous for steamed stuffed buns, or it is named after 

Wang Wang. 

 

It seems that it is two or three milk at this time. In fact, this description is quite vivid because it is too 

close to the capital. People say that even those who want to be famous must go to the capital first and 

then come back. 



 

I don't know whether it's true or not. Anyway, the city's chemical industry, heavy industry, ships and 

docks are very powerful, so it's inevitable that there is a bit of industrialized urban smell, which makes 

Zhang fanlue who has stayed in a small city for a long time slightly uncomfortable. 

 

Although tea is known as having four distinct seasons, after all, autumn is as short and white as a 

rabbit's tail. There are four distinct seasons on the side of Jinhe River. People's autumn tiger is a serious 

autumn tiger. In particular, the warm wind mixed with the humid air from the sea is like a wet and salty 

person opposite you breathing at you, and the other person's mouth is too big to hide. 

 

When I got out of the airport, I saw a beautiful Jinhe girl with his name standing next to the director of 

orthopedics of Jinhe affiliated hospital. 

 

I don't know where to start. It is said that in the capital circle and among the aborigines in major cities, 

the beautiful girls still want to say that Jinhe has north-south characteristics, but Zhang Fan doesn't 

know where this statement comes from. 

 

Not to mention whether it is beautiful or not, Zhang Fan has a taste of the unique enthusiasm of Jinhe 

people. The orthopaedic director of the affiliated hospital is just over 40 years old. He is a doctoral 

supervisor. He is a well-known figure in the Haihe orthopaedic circle. 

 

But it's also here. Haihe circle has a name, but once you enter the Beijing Tianjin circle, you can't even 

enter the top 50 in orthopedics. Therefore, although he is also a doctoral supervisor, an orthopedic 

director of a ministerial hospital, a frequent visitor to major journals, and an outstanding young talent, 

he is not as famous as Zhang Fan. If it comes to the number of throwing knives, he doesn't even have a 

fraction of Zhang Fan. 

 

Even if Zhang Fan didn't become the Dean, Zhang Fan was already a bully in the tea vegetable area of 

the surrounding county. But in this place where he is, he can't even become a overlord in his own 

hospital. Because of an carelessness, there is a big man in the capital circle who doesn't even have to fly. 

It can be said that every minute teaches him to be a man. 

 

Therefore, in order to improve his level, he also spent a lot of effort to study. A short period of time is of 

little use to his level. 

 

For a long time, the position of the Department was reluctant. And at his current level, even if he does 

scientific research, he can't improve much. Unless he finds promise level research, he may be able to 

break out of the encirclement, but he just wants to think about the rhythm of washing and sleeping. 

 

So he was also quite depressed. He didn't expect to go to get a big lunch box. As a result, he found 

Zhang Fan. 

 

Zhang Fan's surgical skills are exactly what he lacks. 

 



This kind of surgical technique, which can be said to be a high-grade surgical technique of the spine, is 

really rare. Even if you go to study, you can't see such a technique in general. It's even more difficult to 

get started. Finally, when he was almost a salted fish, he found Zhang Fan. 

 

According to the mouth guns, the effect of this operation can not be determined without confirmation 

and clinical treatment. Young doctors may have doubts about whether this kind of operation is feasible, 

but doctors at his level will not be fooled at all. If not, is someone else's golden hair special orthopedics 

a fool? 

 

So, before others woke up, he contacted Zhang Fan at the first time. He knows that this time is very 

precious. It's very important to have a good relationship with Zhang Fan before others wake up. 

 

Law is not easy to teach, and Tao is not easy to preach. This truth is the same in any industry. In the unit, 

don't talk about the technology and the tips summarized. Sometimes when you come to a new 

instrument, you often don't know how to operate it. It's very uncomfortable to ask someone who can 

operate it. The other party hesitates. Even if you hate gnashing your teeth, you still have to accompany a 

smiling face. 

 

Many people will say, study by yourself, find books by yourself. This is too difficult, too difficult, just like 

the ability to make a fortune in textbooks. In books, you can only learn the basics, and the rest depends 

on yourself. 

 

Therefore, this time, he attached great importance to Zhang Fan. In order not to be discovered by 

others, he didn't even say hello to the doctors in his department, so he brought an equipment 

manufacturer. 

 

"Zhang Yuan, ha ha, ouch, hard work, hard work, it's far enough." 

Chapter 1077 

 

 

Zhang Fan welcomed Zhang Fan out of the airport with the welcome of director Jin He. After all, he was 

a municipality directly under the central government. It was not exaggerated to say that the car drove 

under the wheels of the aircraft, and then exaggerated to spread the red carpet from the door of the 

aircraft to the front of the car. 

 

Not to mention whether it is possible, if so, Zhang Fan will have a dike against the director in his heart. 

The director of a hospital has so much energy that he is almost connected in the municipality directly 

under the central government. This is definitely a problem. Just like the rumors in the Jianghu, don't look 

at your joy now. Be careful to pull the list in the future. 

 

Batu once said to Zhang fan that if a person is so arrogant that he doesn't obey the rules, no matter how 

beautiful and dazzling he is now, he must stay away from him. Don't hurt you when bombing him. 



 

 

Although the old boy became the president of a county hospital at the largest, it is exaggerated that he 

began to be the president of the township from the age of 20 to the president of the county hospital. He 

was almost 50 when the accident happened. Can he be a simple person. 

 

 

Zhang Fan learned a lot from Batu at the beginning, especially in some aspects of life. Although this guy 

is greedy, he really has a set of ways and methods to do things. If he and Ouyang were put together 

when he was young, Ouyang would definitely not be Batu's opponent. 

 

 

Zhang Fan's life was actually vague when he was in school. What world outlook and outlook on life 

values he initially saw was that the instant noodles were bought quickly, and the more money he could 

fool on his hands was the best point. 

 

Later, under the influence of Batu, Lao Gao and Ouyang, we talked about ideas without talking about 

technology. Now Zhang Fan and the university graduated at the same time are definitely different from 

each other. In fact, life is like this, step by step, step by step. 

 

 

With technology alone, there are many failures in life. Therefore, where is Zhang Fan's internal system 

hanging? Let Zhang Fan practice at any time and anywhere. There are three teachers outside who give 

guidance on his life at three different stages. To tell the truth, it is really internal and external 

cultivation. 

 

 

Therefore, as soon as Zhang Fan got on the bus, he didn't have to speak, so his momentum was quite 

steady. The director of Jinhe originally wanted to take a beauty, maybe he could test Zhang Fan, but 

Zhang Fan got in the car and treated the beauty equally. Even the handshake is a touch and release. It 

definitely doesn't look like a greasy man. Not only one hand holds each other's small hand, but also the 

other hand pats the back of others' hand. I'm very concerned. 

 

Zhang Fan was steady. The beauty on the bus didn't dare to tease Hu. She sat quietly in the front row, 

turned her head slightly and smiled at Zhang Fan and the director of Jinhe. In fact, she had already fried 

the pot in her heart: "this guy is so young, can't he die? Does this guy have bad eyes? This guy won't be 

a..." 

 

In my heart, I can show more and more respect. 

 

The director of Jinhe didn't introduce much when he saw this posture. He simply said that this is the 

academic manager of Stryker! 



 

Zhang Fan nodded and didn't say anything. Who wants to know what academic manager to learn. If such 

people don't want to deal with, they can't give them any color, otherwise they will never tire of it. 

 

 

"Let's have a meal first, and then let's go to the hospital. It's really my honor to invite Zhang to the 

hospital this time." 

 

Although director Jin he speaks Mandarin, the flavor of Jin He dialect is quite strong. Although Jin he is in 

the north, it is still a key big city in the north, but its dialect seems to have a southern emphasis. 

 

 

For example, in the north, there are several local language families, such as Jinglan Mandarin and 

Shanpu, but relatively speaking, it doesn't sound like much trouble for most Chinese people, but Daxi 

province is different. It's obviously the north, but its dialect, which most northerners don't understand, 

is like teasing your sister (stealing your sister)! 

 

The Jinhe dialect is a little similar to Daxi province. I don't know what happened in those years. The voice 

of the two provinces and cities in the North seems to have a southern voice. It is estimated that it was 

installed in the north as a spy by the south in those years. 

 

As for the south, dialects can not be discussed. Marubeni had a deep experience in this regard. Old 

horse bragged that he had learned what old maozi said in a week. Then, this thing became Zhang Fan's 

motto. If Lao Ma can learn Lao maozi in a week, how can I learn English in a month! 

 

As a result, I was almost bald and didn't learn it. It was really cheated by Lao Ma and teachers. In fact, 

there were many changes in German and Lao maozi's words, and the meaning was the same. This was 

realized later when Zhang Fan slowly came into contact with German. 

 

Sometimes, when learning a foreign language at night, Zhang Fan often thinks that if Lao Ma comes to 

China, he dares to brag and force him to learn it in a week. 

 

Zhang Fan's technical fame spread in the end, but the reputation of delicious food has been spread out 

early. 

 

Even if the steamed stuffed buns in Jinhe are bad again, Zhang Fan is still willing to have a try. It's like if 

he hasn't eaten dog steamed stuffed buns, he hasn't been to Jinhe. In fact, this is the fault of most 

people, and Zhang Fan is no exception. 

 

After eating a steamed stuffed bun, Zhang Fan barked, huh! This thing is really hard to comment on. 

 

I don't know why, the scale of the hospitals in Jinhe is actually less than that of some top hospitals in the 

capital. After all, the old capital hospital was so small in its early years. Later, it's not easy to get bigger. 



For a place with an inch of land and an inch of gold, getting bigger is not something that can be solved 

by eating a little citric acid. 

 

The hospital in Jinhe always feels the shortcomings of the hospital here. Maybe it's a little less noble and 

more people's taste. 

 

Zhang Fan, accompanied by director Jin He, went to the hospital. 

 

"Zhang Yuan, which equipment do you usually use?" Finally, the instrument that has been pretending to 

be a smiling beauty can't help it. For a long time, the man didn't take the initiative to quarrel with her, 

and she really couldn't be reserved. 

 

No matter how reserved you are, you won't have a chance. There's nothing you can do. He doesn't 

move. Well, I'll move. 

 

"Oh, equipment, I usually use Johnson & Johnson!" In fact, Zhang Fan wants to say what is useful, but he 

doesn't want to give this opportunity. 

 

Here's a saying. It's not that Zhang Fan naturally resists when he sees a beautiful woman, nor that the 

girl is not beautiful. 

 

Even if Zhang Fan wants to find an equipment manufacturer, he will never find it in front of his peers. As 

a saying goes: there are some things you can do, but you can't say. There are some things everyone is 

doing secretly, but you just can't let others know. 

 

Moreover, in the medical industry, there are two deep water areas. What Throwing Knife, what water 

paper, where is deep water? It's right that a dog's urine is put in front of the world by people with a 

heart. Let everyone shout slogans to bring down. 

 

In fact, to tell the truth, it doesn't matter to some people if they don't fight down. He can't fly a knife, 

and he doesn't need to fly a knife. As for water papers, experts don't need water, and ordinary doctors 

don't use water. Do you want to go to scientific research all your life? Think too much. 

 

The real deep-water area is actually in the research of drugs and equipment and top experts. The old 

lady of Tu Long was shivering. When she received the award in the small Nordic country, she didn't 

know what to think. She had endured for decades. If she wanted some money, she could only 

cooperate. In fact, it was a mortgage patent, so she mixed some money and continued to study. 

 

It's not hard to say whether China's medical treatment is synchronized with the world, but in these two 

aspects, China has almost caught up with the world's first-class countries. Anyway, Zhang Fan feels that 

these two large reservoirs will drown some people sooner or later. 

 

Therefore, he is very careful in this regard. This is just like when Ouyang pointed to his nose and taught 

him. His eyes should not be small, let alone in front of his peers. Zhang Fan loves money, but he takes it 



in a right way. 

 

"In fact, our company is better than Johnson & Johnson in terms of equipment. Especially in the spine, 

we... " 

 

Zhang Fan smiled gently, looked at the beauty standing in front of him, and smiled gently. 

 

The beauty blossomed in her heart, just like the peony in full bloom, and the nectar trembled out 

happily: she was serious for a long time and scared me to death. I thought she was a monk. I didn't want 

to be fishy. Come on, make conditions now, and I'll go on. 

 

She smiles brightly. To tell the truth, when some beautiful women stand there quietly, they are really a 

picture. They are not only beautiful, but also have temperament. Some beautiful women can't laugh. A 

smile is like breaking the phase. This is, with a smile, the temperament of white-collar workers is lost 

without the elite model. 

 

It's like leaning against the door frame of a small house standing on the street with a cigarette and 

singing the heart rain sung by Yang Yuying towards the passing young people! 

 

Director Jin he walked aside pretending to call. 

 

As a result, Zhang Fan smiled and said softly, "sorry, I'm used to it!" With that, Zhang Fan picked up the 

phone and called Johnson & Johnson's regional manager. 

 

In fact, foreign equipment companies are almost the same, but Johnson & Johnson is more familiar with 

Zhang Fan, so he doesn't dare to use the means. What Zhang Fan says is what, but it's hard to say here. 

 

Zhang Fan's phone didn't ring twice. The regional manager of Johnson & Johnson connected at the first 

time, "Zhang Yuan, ouch, I'm sorry. I've been working on the tea vegetable partition these days and 

didn't visit you. I'm derelict of duty. I really shouldn't, I..." 

 

If Zhang Fan interrupts the other party's words, if you don't interrupt, he can change his pattern and 

lower his status. He will definitely make it. You seem to owe him. 

 

"You're busy, I'm busy too. I can't care to see you when you come. I'm in Jinhe now. There are several 

spinal surgeries. Do you have a company here? If so, send the instruments. Tianjin River Affiliated 

Hospital, I'm at the door now. " 

 

"Don't worry! I'll be right there! Suda will never delay your operation. " 

 

Then hung up! 

 

Here, Jinhe also has a conventional spinal surgery, "why hasn't the instrument arrived yet?" The chief 

surgeon is a little angry! 



Chapter 1078 

 

 

When Zhang Fan called in Jinhe, Shao Hua and Jia SuYue also received VIP guests from France. 

 

Sometimes, people are really contradictory, or say what they say when their ass is there. For example, 

drivers will always dislike those who walk too slowly across the road, and those who cross the road will 

always dislike those who drive and don't pay attention to pedestrians. 

 

For example, in this small place in Europe, sometimes they pay attention to a pure race, and even 

exaggerate to the point that nieces and nephews get married. Whether it is to ensure the concentration 

of property or the purity of blood, people do it anyway. 

 

If it were in China, it is estimated that the coffin plates of the old ancestors could not be pressed. 

Wouldn't it have the stem of German orthopedics? It sounds like a smile. In fact, the Chinese people are 

excluded. This can be regarded as chaos a Lun. In ancient times, it is estimated that they can be skinned. 

 

 

But Europe has become one of the symbols of nobility. Zhang Fan sometimes wondered how bleeding 

disease spread in ancient times. Even in modern times, this disease is a difficult and complicated 

disease. How did they inherit their families in those years? Because human relations events also need to 

bleed. Of course, this idea comes out occasionally. 

 

 

But Europe sometimes pursues a change. For example, this perfume merchant is like this. I heard that 

there are more than ten countries in their family. It sounds very fierce and powerful. In fact, when you 

think about it carefully, if more than a dozen countries were placed in China, it would be just a few 

provinces. It's no big deal. 

 

 

However, the girl in France is really beautiful. Whether it's from a man's point of view, a woman's point 

of view, European and American views or Chinese aesthetics, the daughter of the French boss is really 

beautiful. 

 

 

The height is estimated to be 1.72 meters, slightly higher than Shao Hua and Jia SuYue. The facial 

features can really be described with delicacy. It's like being born with a trace of light. The white and 

tender skin color is tender rather than Cang white. It's definitely not like ordinary European girls. When 

you look at it, it's very white. When you look at it carefully, it's white and red, which makes people feel 

uncomfortable. 



 

 

The mouth drooling with greed lip gloss, how beautiful it is, and no need to talk nonsense, and a Chinese 

idiom can express clearly that this girl is absolutely a man's mouth watering. 

 

But I don't know why. Finally, this flower was picked by the tomboy in Cixi. Really 

 

 

The father of the French girl actually came to Zhang Fan. First, he thanked Zhang Fan for his surgery. The 

main reason is that Zhang Fan is now famous. They often pay close attention to some medical news. 

 

When France attended the annual business orthopedics meeting of Lianda University, the smell of 

cosmetics must be good, so when someone came to the door and said it was tea, Zhang Fan wanted to 

sell some lavender essential oil, he didn't think about it. Even if 90% of Zhang Fan's essential oil was 

water, as long as it had a little taste, he would be all inclusive. 

 

 

He mainly came to get in touch with Zhang Fan again. After the operation, the old guy didn't contact 

Zhang Fan. It's natural for him to pay for the doctor. After the money, the Chinese primary school doctor 

has nothing to contact. As a result, what people can't imagine is that the little doctor is not simple. He 

even tied with the boss of the special orthopedic hospital. That's what needs to be maintained. Maybe 

he wants to go to people's house one day. 

 

Many people think that the medical system in Europe and America is much better, and the good attitude 

makes people think that the medical staff are relatives. They are not as careless as Chinese doctors and 

nurses. Their faces are as black as Bao Gong, and their words are as hard as eating iron. 

 

In fact, just listen to the European and American medical system. Let alone a big country, a small country 

with few people, a rich and oil-rich country may not be very good. 

 

Not to mention anything else, let's take a look at the big men who are on the fortune list every year. 

They donate hundreds of millions of dollars to Mayo to the special orthopedic hospital every year. 

What's the purpose? Isn't it just to get the chance to fly a knife at the first time! 

 

Therefore, this guy ran to Zhang Fan. He didn't mind at all when he heard that Zhang Fan went to the 

other place to fly a knife. He didn't get involved when he saw that it was a few girls. He was old and tired 

by plane. He took his assistant to the best hotel of tea vegetable at present, the five-star hotel opposite 

the tea vegetable hospital. 

 

The hotel owner actually came to Zhang Fan and tea vegetable hospital. 

 

The female boss of Cixi is also familiar with Shao Hua, Jia SuYue, so she is not so formal. Several people 

got on the bus with a smile. 



 

"I found a very special hotel. Shall we go to the hotel first or you first?" After Shaohua drove, he asked 

the female boss of Cixi. 

 

Jia SuYue is busy comparing, "well, her nose is so upturned, but it's a little big and not as delicate as 

mine. Skin, uh, comparable. Well, it's not good to lift your chest too high. This bag seems to be limited, 

but it's not genuine leather. This hairpin can't be a diamond... " 

 

Jia Meimei may not care about other things, but she won't feel worse than anyone in appearance. Even 

if the other party is covered with diamonds, she also thinks it's a diamond. Anyway, she's also a 

princess! 

 

When the female boss of Cixi used to know Shaohua and them, she still meant to be a woman, but now I 

don't know whether she changed after going abroad to have a meeting with her sister, or she changed 

and got a sister. Anyway, it looks a little evil now. 

 

In the past, Zhang Fan said that Shaohua didn't care much. She thought she was a woman. People just 

love differently, but now Shaohua really doesn't dare to treat each other as a woman. Not only the eyes 

are evil, but also the speech is obviously masculine. 

 

This feeling is particularly evident in women. 

 

"Just go to the hotel. Find a hot pot shop to eat hot pot. We've come from the capital of France. We 

don't touch the ground. We haven't eaten hot pot for a long time. We'll eat hot pot first. Your family 

Zhang Fan is very busy now. " 

 

The low female voice that can be pressed, how to listen to it, how can it feel that wood rubs hard on 

wood. Most importantly, she can keep turning on the Yellow cavity. 

 

"What are you two staring at? There's a spark! The skin is getting smaller and smaller. Look! " And I want 

the first mock exam. 

 

Jia SuYue slapped her hand off, "don't come!" Then he turned his head and looked out of the window. 

 

Because she can't watch the two women show their love together. 

 

"You Chinese girls are so slender!" The French girl can also speak Chinese. Her family has money and can 

speak several foreign languages. Unfortunately, learning Chinese is cheaper than the female boss of Cixi. 

 

What she said was slim. I don't know whether Jia SuYue was slim or Jia SuYue didn't look up and hold his 

chest up. Anyway, women's temperament is similar and rarely become friends. 

 

Men are fickle, but the men that women become are also fickle. Boss Cixi held sister Mao of France and 

kept talking to Jia SuYue. 



 

"Don't put your head out. The ancients warned that if a man knew." 

 

Jia SuYue was angry. Boss Cixi deliberately teased her, but Jia SuYue couldn't help it“ Why are you 

talking nonsense now? " 

 

"Hey, it's true. I'll tell you. In the past, a man went out to take an examination of scholars and went by 

boat. As a result, he put his head out on the boat. Accidentally, another boat came across and broke his 

nose. 

 

When he got home, he told his wife about it. His wife quickly looked at her husband and said! " 

 

"What did you say?" Jia SuYue is a little curious. 

 

Shao Hua is also curious, because this Cixi female boss has great skills in talking and chatting, which can 

let you get involved and listen. 

 

When everyone was curious, she smiled evil. "Hey, hey, she said to her husband, is your nose broken? 

But you can't stand on the boat and pee in the future!" 

 

This kind of joke, the man said to the woman, is to flirt with the woman, but the woman said to the 

woman, Jia SuYue couldn't help but smile. 

 

Shaohua also smiled secretly. 

 

Shao Hua really understands, and Jia SuYue understands through the window. 

 

Sister Mao in France looked at the three people. She was very curious. Although she could say, she still 

didn't understand the connotation of the words. Wondering, she asked, "honey, you Chinese are very 

funny. What does your wife want to tell her husband about safety?" 

 

Not to mention the madness of several women together. 

 

Zhang Fanzhi in Jinhe didn't know that he provoked people. 

 

In that year, the health system of Jinhe launched a top 100 plan, which is to train 100 people who can 

become leaders in various departments. It was really ambitious at that time. It was much more than 

Mordor catching up with the capital. 

 

But then it didn't work, and the effect was not very good. However, many people were sent out to study 

at the beginning, resulting in a bit of chaos in the Jinhe medical system. There are European and 

American systems, meatball systems and local systems. It's very complicated anyway. 

 

Especially in orthopedics, it has a bit of the flavor of the Warring States period. 



 

Trauma orthopedics is surrounded by the local department, and the joints and spine have become 

several expert battlefields returned from abroad. Anyway, they are all leaders. You said to develop 

joints, he said to develop spine. Finally, everyone took a shot and scattered, not to mention hospitals 

and hospitals. Even the coordination and mutual assistance between departments and departments are 

relatively general. 

 

This is what the Beihe River, which surrounds the capital and the Jin River, has to say. 

 

People have done particularly well in this regard. 

 

Although the capitals of many provinces are not famous, such as the capital of Jiangsu and Zhejiang in 

the early years and the capital of Xijiang are not very famous. They are definitely not famous cities 

selling beef noodles, but they are also a little famous. But the capital of Beihe river is crying to death by 

the Great Wall. 

 

Its sense of existence is estimated to be the lowest among the major capitals of China. When we 

mention Beidaihe, we all know a Beidaihe. When we mention Beihe, we all know a military academy, 

but we don't know who the capital is. 

 

However, the medical sword of others is on the wrong side. I can't handle the capital nearby and Jinhe 

not too far away. I can't keep the patient anyway. Does the third class hospital in the provincial capital 

become a community hospital? Just watch a cold treat a diarrhea? 

 

No, so at that time, people's idea of building the hospital was very obvious. I didn't compare with you in 

large departments, so I made small departments. 

 

In those years, people looked down on it and felt that they were small. As a result, over the past ten 

years, the most experienced and effective hospital in China for the treatment of lupus erythematosus is 

Beihe, and even the Department of facial features. Beihe has been quite powerful in recent years. 

 

This is amazing. One department drives the medical system of the whole province. The medical boss of 

Beihe was estimated to be a cow. 

 

Jinhe was different. Zhang Fan made a phone call and asked Johnson & Johnson's manager to wait for 

another orthopedic director of Jinhe. 

Chapter 1080 

 

 

In the medical circle, there is a feature. 

 

If a hospital can't, or a department can't, doctors often unite as brothers. With one bite of me, you can't 



be hungry. Moreover, if there is a good thing, everyone will exchange what they need. Like selling 

patients. 

 

Ordinary people don't understand such things at all. In 10 years, it became popular. 

 

How did a certain hospital develop? Let's not talk about it. After these guys set up a hospital, they will 

attack some poorly developed hospitals. The salesman will say to the doctor: a patient's commission is 

30%, which means that as long as the patient spends 100 yuan in their hospital, he will give the 

recommended doctor 30 yuan. 

 

 

Therefore, when many people go to see a doctor, they often hear the doctor say: Hey, this disease is 

well done in XX Hospital. If you do it here, you see, ouch, the doctor can't come in the middle of the 

night. 

 

 

Or the doctor will be very warm and solemn and say for you, "come on, go to XX Hospital, don't delay, 

they did a good job!" 

 

 

The patient didn't understand, so he went to the x-field hospital. Then, the doctor quickly called the 

salesman of x-field and sent XXX to your hospital. 

 

This kind of doctor's business is not very good, but it has a clear understanding of medical prices. 

Moreover, X Tian hospital pays great attention to word-of-mouth in this regard. If it says 30, it will never 

give 29. 

 

 

Although this kind of thing is less now, it is not without. In the past, it used to sell patients for surgery 

and treatment, but now it is to sell patients for physical examination. Because the medical examination 

was liberalized in the market, many private bosses did not know where to get several levels of nuclear 

magnetic resonance and CT, and began to operate. 

 

 

Many doctors will recommend patients to go to such places for physical examination. He will say, ouch, 

if you can't, go to XXX. They don't say that the MRI is cheap and don't queue up. One to two hundred 

yuan for a doctor recommended by an MRI! This is the price known to all in the industry. 

 

After this MRI, the patient happily took the examination to the big hospital to find a doctor, but the 

doctor didn't recognize it! 

 

…… 



 

But once a hospital is forced, its scale is the top three in the local area. What's the matter? The 

relationship between hospital doctors is as tense as that between maozi and China. If they disagree, 

they may start to work. 

 

How can we let these doctors who are at odds with each other put down their grievances for a short 

time, that is, to be a very awesome throwing knife doctor. Because they can learn technology from 

doctor Throwing Knife. 

 

 

Zhang Fan didn't expect that he had reached this level. He always felt that he was just flying a knife, 

making a little money, practicing surgical proficiency, but practicing, and he unknowingly came to the 

front of many people. 

 

Zhang Fan was inexplicably held by director Liang. 

 

Director Yang has an iron blue face and pretends not to see Lao Liang, but doesn't introduce him. 

 

As soon as Lao Liang saw it, he smiled and said to Zhang Fan, "I'm the director of the second Department 

of spine, Liang he! You didn't say a word when you came to Jinhe. I still heard from the equipment 

manufacturer that you came to the hospital, so I quickly brought people from the Department to meet 

you. " 

 

 

Lao Liang's smile is called a brilliant. The originally aggressive orthopedic doctors will estimate that they 

have an idea with Zhang Fan. Who is this! 

 

Before he finished, he turned to Lao Yang and said, "look at you. Zhang Yuan has come and asked Zhang 

Yuan to wait at the gate of the hospital. If you don't want your Mercedes Benz, you'd better say it. Even 

if I borrow it, I can borrow a BMW." 

 

Lao Yang's face was crooked. 

 

Just about to open his mouth, Lao Liang said to Zhang Fan, "Zhang Yuan, please. Let me introduce you to 

our hospital! " 

 

People laugh as brightly as flowers. In other words, Zhang Fan has to follow with a smile. The most 

important thing is that Lao Liang has been holding Zhang Fan's hand! 

 

If you have cooperated two or three times, or you are familiar with the relationship in the past, holding 

hands like this is the past. But when we met for the first time, Lao Liang took Zhang Fan's hand and 

made love as if he had seen his relatives who had been separated for many years. 

 



Zhang Fan is really a little embarrassed, but Lao Liang doesn't feel awkward at all“ This is our outpatient 

building. It has been built for years. It is said that it was repaired by Jinmao. This is our internal medicine 

building. You see, this is our Orthopedic Center... " 

 

Lao Yang's chess is short of a move. He doesn't follow Lao Liang behind them. He is wronged like a 

child's daughter-in-law who doesn't have enough to eat. 

 

Before long, several directors of orthopedics came. This is the news that Lao Liang asked people to 

spread out. Even if master Zhang Fan comes, it will be treated like this. 

 

Several directors came up to introduce themselves enthusiastically in turn, and Zhang Fan smiled and 

shook hands one by one“ Zhang Yuan, we are in a hurry this time. Experts at your level originally came 

to Jinhe. At least we should open a study class for our orthopedic colleagues in Jinhe. 

 

But I also know that your time is tight. We can only listen to the teachings when you are free in the 

study class, but you should take a good care of a group of old guys for this operation! " 

 

"Hahaha, yes, yes, I saw your original video. Many places haven't figured it out yet. I wanted to find a 

chance to visit in person. I didn't expect you to come to Jinhe first!" 

 

Everyone is full of gossip. Lao Yang's heart is too sour for a jar of pickled vegetables. 

 

When technology rolls over, age seems insignificant. In the industry that pays attention to seniority, no 

one stands up and says that Zhang Fan is too young, because it is all about technology. 

 

Surrounded by the orthopedics department, Zhang Fan started the preoperative ward round of experts. 

Hula, a group of doctors followed behind. 

 

In the spine section 1 of Jinhe orthopedic department at the weekend, a group of white coats stood in 

the corridor of the Department, that is, at the weekend, if it was normal, it was estimated that there 

would be no way. There were too many people. Not only the spine came, but also the joints, and the 

trauma did not fall. Even the hand and foot surgeons came to join the fun. 

 

Doctors with formal staffing come automatically. Doctors without staffing are forced to come by 

directors. The tutors have arrived. It's not easy for doctors to come one weekend. Doctors have all 

come. Of course, masters who haven't graduated will also come. 

 

But they don't care. Anyway, even if there is no expert ward round today, they will come to change their 

dressing and ward round in the morning. 

 

Groups of dark male and female doctors followed behind the experts. To tell the truth, they couldn't 

hear what the experts said clearly. Anyway, the director asked them to join in and be a full figure. 

 

"What did you do last night? The bags under your eyes came out! Your family came back from the 



capital? You said they came to the spine experts. Let's take part outside our hands and feet. It means a 

lot. It's not good to sleep in. " Two female doctors in hand and foot surgery were secretly chatting at the 

tail of the team. 

 

Neither of them is a fresh graduate student. They both took the master's degree after working for one 

or two years. Of course, in order to stay in big cities and be foolproof, the selected majors are relatively 

unpopular, hand and foot surgery! 

 

This major usually works day and night. It's really not easy. It's not easy to meet an expert at the 

weekend, so the two female doctors who are young women are a little unhappy. 

 

Another female doctor looked at the male doctor who turned in front and pushed, "what are you 

looking at? I haven't seen a woman without makeup. Listen to others' experts and want to be an 

expert." 

 

Then he said to the female doctor around him, "my family is busier than me in the capital. I haven't seen 

him for three months. Alas, nuns are not as good as nuns. Let's top it up, so that the directors can feel 

that there are a lot of orthopaedic talents in Jinhe, and the experts can feel that there is light on their 

faces. " 

 

"It is said that experts come from the frontier. You say it's awesome. You can kill from the frontier to Jin 

River. Tut Tut, that's awesome. When can I make a lot of money by throwing knives? " 

 

Like YY, female doctors are almost immersed in the idea of throwing knives in the future. 

 

In fact, relatively speaking, masters in marginal departments are even more marginal. In addition to 

paying attention to some of their own disciplines, other disciplines don't care much. 

 

…… 

 

With the support of a group of directors, Zhang Fan modestly entered the ward and began expert 

rounds. Those who can enter the ward have a little status. Everyone stood scattered, then looked at 

Zhang Fan for physical examination, and Zhang Fan asked. Once again, the attending doctor held the 

medical record in his hand slightly nervously, reciting the patient's situation and the patient's 

examination results repeatedly in his heart. 

 

"What is the neurological assessment?" 

 

Once he entered the working state, Zhang Fan's humble smiling face disappeared. 

 

What is rigorous and what is focused, which is reflected incisively and vividly. 

 

The chief physician answered fairly well, and Zhang Fan nodded. 

 



"Surgery, there's no other way. You did a good job in the preliminary work, which I didn't imagine. Your 

treatment method is absolutely advanced and scientific. In particular, the attending doctor manages so 

many patients, but the patient's data is just like printed in his mind. It's not easy. 

 

There are no weak soldiers under the strong general! " 

 

The sedan chair was carried by everyone. After checking the ward, Zhang Fan praised the patient's 

family members and several directors and reported to him as the attending doctor. 

 

This is what Zhang Fan learned. Praise each other's director. He is young, but others give him face, so 

praise his men! 

 

The chief physician was a little excited. 

 

This is luck! This pie! This is the expert, this is the level! 

 

After carrying the sedan chair, Zhang Fan comforted the excited patient's family. 

 

Then he turned and walked out of the ward with several directors to the operating room. 

 

"Zhang Yuan, I have to prepare for the operation for a while. First go to the office and have a cup of 

tea?" 

 

"Ha ha, guests are welcome. I'm a soldier under several directors today. I'll go wherever you say!" 

 

Zhang Fan smiled. At this time, his smile was modest. After all, he was young. 

 

Just after Zhang Fan and his colleagues left the ward, a group of doctors, regardless of whether they 

learned the technique of ward rounds or not, all looked at the experts in front of them with a kind of 

pretended admiration. 

 

Although I know it's impossible, I can't guarantee that experts look at themselves seriously and will give 

them a hand? 

 

Zhang Fan and the directors left the ward with a smile and left the aisle. 

 

At this time, the female doctor with a little puffy pouch in the morning was as if she had been magical by 

the great saint. She stayed there motionless and her face was like seeing a ghost. 

 


